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Executive Summary
This report describes the design and implementation of the prototype Digital Preservation
Repository created for the Library of Congress NDIIPP project Preserving Digital Public Television.
The goals of the Preserving Digital Public Television (PDPTV) project were to:
 Build a model preservation repository for “born-digital” public television programs;
 Examine operating issues related to content selection, costs, and access;
 Promote system-wide support within public broadcasting for digital preservation.
Creating, testing and operating an OAIS-compliant model repository was a central focus of the
project, and the information presented in this report represents five years of effort by the Digital
Library Technology Services team at New York University, who had the primary responsibility for
these tasks.
The Preservation Repository (PR) at NYU was designed as a “content neutral” system to preserve
a range of content types from a variety of different projects, with “project specific” processes
developed as required. This report describes both the “project independent” aspects of the PR
as well as the “project specific” components developed for PDPTV. For this project particular
attention was given to the processes for creating the Submission Information Packages (SIPs), the
structure of Archival Information Packages (AIPs), and determining and managing required
metadata for each package including the roles of METS, PREMIS, and the emerging descriptive
and technical metadata standard PBCore.
A sample of over 80 hours of program and segment files were submitted to the repository,
including high-resolution (production quality) program masters from project partners WNET and
from WGBH, drawn from such national public television programs as Nature and Frontline, and
lower-resolution (broadcast quality) distribution versions of the same programs supplied by PBS.
Metadata was also collected and aggregated from each partner institution for each program.
This allowed the repository to collect, organize, process, and ingest a wide range of program file
encoding formats, with different wrappers and metadata.
Over the 5 years that this project has been in place, we have learned many lessons from
building and operating the repository model. We were successful in solving many of the
problems inherent in designing a digital preservation environment for broadcast files, including
how to handle multiple file formats, different database exports and metadata structures. At the
same time, we learned that functions cannot be automated without uniform standards for
processing metadata or file formats, and this is one of the biggest problems that public
broadcasting will have to solve in order to design a successful long-term digital repository.
Note that the solutions and processes described here are very specific to New York University’s
context. While they certainly may provide guidance to a future system-wide preservation
repository, actual implementations will inevitably differ.
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1. Background
There is no system-wide preservation mandate in public television, which puts digitally produced
programs at great risk of being lost. The rapid changes in digital technology are rendering
recording and playback systems obsolete at breakneck speeds, at the same time adequate
tools for managing large and complex video files are not yet perfected. This has left a very large
gap in the preservation of America’s public television legacy.
WNET in New York, and WGBH in Boston, which together produce roughly 60% of the national
prime time public television series, in partnership with the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and
New York University (NYU), organized Preserving Digital Public Television1 (PDPTV) as a
collaboration to introduce digital preservation issues and practices to the public television
system. Funded by the Library of Congress through its National Digital Information and
Infrastructure Preservation Program (NDIIPP)2, the project formally began in September 2004 and
will be completed in March 2010.
The goals of Preserving Digital Public Television are to:
•
Build a model preservation repository for “born-digital” public television programs
•
Examine operating issues related to content selection, costs, and access
•
Promote system-wide support for digital preservation
The prototype Preservation Repository (PR) was developed at New York University by the Digital
Library Technology Services team between 2006 and 2009. This report describes the PR design,
content aggregation and processing techniques, and metadata plan.
2. OAIS Reference Model and Terms
The PR design is based on ISO standard #ISO 14721:2003 entitled “Reference Model for an Open
Archival Information System (OAIS)” and commonly referred to as the “OAIS Reference Model”.
The model describes the general data flow into and out of an OAIS and provides a vocabulary
for discussing digital preservation repository concepts and a framework for structuring repository
functions. Please refer to Appendix 1 for an OAIS operation overview, definitions of information
packages3, functional entities, metadata schemas, and other terms used throughout this report.
3. Preservation Repository Design
The PDPTV Preservation Repository design effort began at the same time other digital
preservation projects were underway at NYU4. Through discussions with the other preservation
project team members it became clear that we could design a “content-neutral” system to
preserve both video and non-video content. The resulting design is composed of loosely1

2
3

4

Additional information, including reports on other aspects of the project, can be found
at: http://www.thirteen.org/ptvdigitalarchive/ , accessed 2010-02-25 or
http://dlib.nyu.edu/pdptv , accessed 2010-03-16
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/ , accessed 2010-02-25
The first time a new term is introduced in this report it will appear in bold. Please refer to
Appendix 1 for details.
Afghanistan Digital Library, http://afghanistandl.nyu.edu , accessed 2010-03-17
Hemispheric Institute Digital Video Library, http://hidvl.nyu.edu , accessed 2010-03-17
3

coupled components that can be optimized, scaled, and even replaced with minimal impact
on the rest of the system. These components were implemented in a “project independent”
manner whenever possible and in a “project specific” manner whenever necessary. The
remainder of this section describes general PR processing operations while section 7 describes
“PDPTV specific” processing operations.
The PR Design is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: OAIS Functional Entity to PR Software Component Mapping
(OAIS Functional Entity names appear in yellow.)
The current PR design uses DSpace, an open source software package designed for managing
digital assets.5

5

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DSpace , accessed 2010-03-14
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PR PROCESSES APPLICABLE TO ALL PR CONTENT
3.1 Ingest, Archival Storage, and Data Management
Ingest covers all of the steps required to receive and process Submission Information Packages
(SIPs), generate the associated Archival Information Package (AIP), store the AIP in Archival
Storage, and update the Data Management entity. Figure 2 shows the steps and components
involved in PR ingest.

Figure 2: Generalized PR Ingest process
The Ingest process has multiple stages. SIPs are received, aggregated, and processed as
required for a given SIP-type and project6. After the SIP processing is complete, the AIPs are
generated using project-specific scripts. These scripts must be project-specific due to the
different AIP generation requirements of each project. After AIP generation an AIP quality
assurance (QA) test is run to check that the AIP has been created correctly. The QA operation
includes XML document validation, file-checksum tests that ensure that files have not been
modified during AIP generation, and AIP completeness tests that ensure that all expected files
are present in the AIP. The Ingest Manager halts if any AIP QA test fails. After passing AIP QA, the
AIP is prepared for ingest into Archival Storage.
AIPs are ingested into Archival Storage using the DSpace “Item Importer”. The Item Importer
requires that the items to be ingested be arranged in a particular directory structure and be
accompanied by certain support files. These requirements are the same across all digital object
types so a project-independent “Ingest Prep” script was written to create the required directory
6

Please see Sections 6 and 7 for PDPTV SIP and AIP processing details.
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structure and the “contents” and “handle” support files7. The “contents” file lists all of the files in
an AIP while the “handle” file contains the AIP’s persistent identifier.
After the “Ingest Prep” script finishes, a project-independent “Ingest Prep QA” script verifies that
all DSpace Item Importer requirements have been satisfied. The Ingest Manager halts if this QA
step fails. Upon passing Ingest Prep QA, the AIP is ready for ingest into Archival Storage.
The DSpace Item Importer supports batch processing, so it is common to prepare a set of AIPs
for ingest and then ingest them into Archival Storage in bulk. The DSpace Item Importer stores
data in the DSpace database, and custom DSpace code sets the “active” METS file. The
“active” METS file represents the “current version” of the digital object.8 The database stores
descriptive metadata, persistent identifier information, checksums, and a mapping between the
incoming AIP filename and the file location in the DSpace asset store9. After DSpace ingest, the
AIP-filename-to-file-location mapping is exported as an XML file called a “file-map”.
The file-map XML document contains a <bitstream> element for each file in the AIP.
<bitstream> element has the following structure:
<bitstream>
<filename/>
<size/>
<checksum/>
<format/>
<location/>
</bitstream>

A

original filename in AIP
file size in bytes
MD5 checksum value
Mime type
fully qualified file system path

The file-map10 and the source directory containing the AIP before DSpace ingest are passed as
arguments to the project-independent crosscheck script. The script runs a bitwise comparison
between the files in the DSpace asset store and the files in the AIP staging directory. If the
crosscheck operation fails then the AIP is rolled back in the asset store. If the crosscheck passes
then the Ingest operation is considered successful. Once a file has been successfully ingested, it
is never deleted from archival storage.

For more information on the DSpace Item Importer, please visit this page:
http://scm.dspace.org/svn/repo/dspace/tags/dspace1.5.2/dspace/docs/html.legacy/application.html , accessed 2010-02-26
8 The “active” METS file and digital object versioning are described in Section 4.
9 DSpace stores ingested files in the “Asset Store”. During DSpace ingest files are assigned
opaque file names, e.g., 18830062545158206248049733328772484421
10 The file-map improves system modularity by allowing other modules to perform read-only
operations on archival storage without having to interact with DSpace directly. The file-maps
are used for fixity checks, DIP generation, and provide a disaster-recovery path if the DSpace
database is lost or corrupted.
7
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3.1.2 Archival Storage Details
The DSpace Asset Store is used for Archival Storage and runs on Sun Fire x4500 servers
(“thumpers”). The thumpers are mirrored and are also backed up per NYU-ITS’s backup
schedule that includes offsite data storage. The thumpers run Sun’s Zetabyte File System (ZFS),
which stores 256-bit checksums for each disk block in storage. These checksums are used during
regular ZFS scans to detect and report bad data blocks. To date, no bad blocks have been
detected.
In addition to the ZFS scans, there is a separate “checksum-checker” process that reads AIP filemaps and calculates the checksums for each file in the file-map. If there is a discrepancy
between the calculated checksum and the checksum listed in the file-map an error is
generated. In this event the corrupted file would be restored from backup.
3.1.3 Maintenance Module
AIPs need to be updated over time due to format obsolescence, updated metadata, etc. The
Maintenance Module (MM) was written to facilitate such periodic AIP updates. The MM is a set
of abstract Java classes that provide a generic interface for Archival Storage / Data
Management operations. The MM is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the AIPs, Archival
Storage, and the Data Management entities during AIP submission, update, and rollback
operations. These operations are detailed in Section 4. Code was written to interface the
Maintenance Module with the PR DSpace instance. As noted in the figure below, the MM
supports command-line invocation and could also be deployed as a web application.

Figure 3: PR Maintenance Module Interface
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3.2 Common Services
3.2.1. Software Modules
In addition to the various scripts written to support SIP processing, AIP generation, and fixity
checking, additional User Authentication and User Authorization modules were developed. The
User Authentication module combines the Yale Central Authentication Service (CAS) approach
with the Shibboleth Federated Single Sign-On infrastructure. 11, 12 Details are shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: User Authentication Module
The User Authorization module uses a role-based model to provide user authorization decisions
for PR AIPs. Details are shown in figure 5.

11
12

http://www.yale.edu/tp/auth/usingcasatyale.html , accessed 2010-02-26
http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/ , accessed 2010-02-26
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Figure 5: User Authorization Module Flow and User Roles

Table 1: User Authorization Roles

9

A Persistent Identifier module, responsible for managing persistent identifier creation and binding
was developed as well13,14. Details are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6 Persistent Identifier Manager

3.2.2. Hardware / Software platform
The PR runs on a “Sun Fire 15000” server running Solaris 10. DSpace runs in a Tomcat instance and
is backed by a PostgreSQL database. The User Authorization and User Authentication modules
are stand-alone applications backed by ORACLE 10g databases.
The various ingest and monitoring scripts are written in a variety of programming languages
including Java, Ruby, and the Bash shell.
For data transfer between WNET, WGBH, PBS, and NYU the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) logical
distributed file system was used.15 The SRB “ndiipp-ptv” zone is running on three Sun Fire x4500
data servers and a Solaris 10 “zone” hosted on a Sun Fire v490 server. The MCAT database is
implemented using an ORACLE 10g instance.

http://www.handle.net/ , access 2010-03-16
https://confluence.ucop.edu/display/Curation/NOID , accessed 2010-02-25
15 http://www.sdsc.edu/srb/index.php/Main_Page , accessed 2010-02-26
13
14
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3.3 Access
The Maintenance Module uses both the User Authentication and User Authorization Modules to
prevent unauthorized access to maintenance operations.
For discovery, OAI-PMH16 harvesting is supported for select AIPs in the PR. The AIPs are organized
into collections that may be categorized as “public” or “private”. Public collection descriptive
metadata and persistent identifier information is made available for harvest via DSpace’s OAIPMH interface, whereas private collection information is hidden from OAI-PMH harvesting.
For the purpose of PDPTV, no access to the content was required or provided. However, the PR
design does allow various levels of access, and for actual file retrieval or dissemination, DIPs can
be generated as required using file-maps. For example, if one wishes to provide access to a
public collection, the file-maps can be used to generate a website. The persistent identifier
(handle) entries point to the appropriate digital object representation webpage. For private
collections, orders can be placed to generate DIPs that are then made accessible via secure
methods. PDPTV is a private collection.
4. Core Archival Information Package (AIP) Structure
In this iteration of the PR the Core AIP is constructed as a “set of files” instead of a single AIP file
containing all metadata and essence. The “set of files” approach facilitates AIP versioning and
DIP generation through fine-granularity file access. An AIP can be updated by ingesting only the
new AIP files while the existing AIP files remain untouched and DIP generation is simplified
because no file unpacking is required. The DIP generator can use an AIP’s file-map to create
DIPs ranging from those containing a single-file up through DIPs containing all of the files in an
AIP. This directly addressed the requests from content submitters WGBH and WNET to retrieve
metadata-only DIPs and metadata-and-essence DIPs.
Per PR policy, every AIP must contain at least one METS file, one MODS file, and one METSRights
file. Every file in an AIP must have a unique name; therefore, SIP filenames are normalized to
follow this pattern:
projectIdentifier_fileType_version.ext
e.g.,

x95x6b8t_mets_v0001.xml

Currently, the renaming operations are tracked outside of the PR, but in the future file renaming
will be recorded in a planned “File Registry” module. DIP generators could query the File
Registry to restore original SIP filenames if desired. The filename version numbers prevent
filename clashes within an AIP, e.g., if additional content files with the same name are submitted
for ingest each file is assigned a different version number.
It is PR policy never to delete a file from archival storage after successful ingest, so new digital
object versions are created by adding files to an AIP. Consequently, a mechanism is needed to
indicate which AIP files belong to a particular digital object version. The METS file serves this
purpose.

16

http://www.openarchives.org/pmh/, accessed 2010-02-26
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An AIP may contain multiple METS files that describe different digital object versions. One METS
file must be marked “active”, and it is this “active” file that represents the “current” digital object
version. Note that with the PR’s ability to “rollback” AIP versions the “current” version is not
necessarily the “newest” version of the object.
By supporting multiple METS files, the digital object version can be rolled forward or rolled-back
with ease, and any digital object version can be reconstituted from the available AIP files17. This
approach also allows digital objects to be “withdrawn” by creating a METS file that doesn’t
point to any files and marking that METS file as “active”. Figures 7 to 9 illustrate what an AIP looks
like after ingest, update, and rollback operations.
Figure 7 shows a fictional AIP after Ingest that contains the “Core AIP” files, (METS, MODS,
METSRights), and a content file “fileX”. Given that this is a newly ingested AIP, all of the file
version numbers are at 0001.
The version 0001 METS file has been marked “active”.
Dissemination operations will use this METS file to determine which AIP files represent the
“current” version of the digital object.
Figure 8 shows the fictional AIP after an update operation. A new METSRights file and another
content file, “fileY”, have been added to the AIP. A new METS file, version 0002, has been
added to the AIP and marked as “active”. Dissemination operations will now use the version
0002 METS file to determine which AIP files represent the “current” version of the digital object.
This means that DIP-generation tools can access both files “fileX” and “fileY”.
Figure 9 shows the fictional AIP after a “rollback” operation from version 0002 to version 0001.
The version 0001 METS file has been marked as “active”. Dissemination tools will again use the
version 0001 METS file to generate DIPS, and will ignore “fileY” and the version 0002 METSRights file
even though those files are still part of the AIP.

Figure 7: AIP Structure after Ingest
17

This approach differs from other repository AIP strategies in which only the first and last-best AIP
versions are retained and intermediate AIP versions deleted.
12

Figure 8: AIP Structure after Update

Figure 9: AIP Structure after Rollback
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PDPTV-SPECIFIC PR PROCESSES
5. PDPTV AIP Structure
Each AIP contains multiple files. All PDPTV AIPs are required to have:
 At least one Master Program file;
 A PBCore file containing descriptive and technical metadata;
 A PREMIS file containing creating application and rendering environment information;
 Plus the files specified by the core AIP:
o A METS file containing structural metadata,
o A MODS file containing descriptive metadata,
o And a METSRights file containing rights information.
Moreover, the AIPs have to account for a diverse range of source files, such as number and
formats of the production masters; broadcast masters; segment masters; station-specific
database exports; and any ancillary materials that might also be submitted. Production masters
and broadcast masters contain finished programs, while the segment masters contain portions
of finished programs that might be reused in different contexts. The database exports contain
metadata from each producing station’s local records. The ancillary materials are various
documents created during program production.
Developed by public broadcasting as a data dictionary to facilitate file exchange and
interoperability, PBCore has been adopted by moving image and media archives as a useful
standard for metadata creation and capture. It was first released in 2005 and revised in 2009
with the release of version 1.2. Further improvements are underway as this report is being written.
Because it reflects many requirements for describing the descriptive and technical
characteristics of video files, and it was created specifically by and for public broadcasting, we
decided early on to use PBCore to collect descriptive and technical metadata about video files
submitted to the Preservation Repository for the PDPTV project. Although our project partners
had not yet adopted PBCore at the time the project began, the fields in their database exports
could be mapped to PBCore elements, and it was a logical choice for aggregating metadata
from diverse sources into one record. Furthermore, after evaluating other technical metadata
standards for video, we concluded that the technical metadata set offered by PBCore was the
most robust and granular option available, especially after the release of PBCore 1.2, which
expanded the element set to include digital file track-level metadata. Overall, PBCore met the
needs of the project very well.
Over the past few years, PBCore has been adopted by increasing numbers of public
broadcasters as well as media archives outside the public broadcasting system. We found that
(as is evident from Figure 15 below) once stations began incorporating PBCore into their
production and archival workflow, and were able to submit PBCore records directly to the PR,
the need for mapping, translation and code development on the repository side decreased
dramatically. This example demonstrates how PBCore can truly be used for metadata
exchange between institutions, and how integrating PBCore metadata into the creation and
distribution workflow can facilitate archiving by eliminating the need for re-creation of
metadata during each stage in the process.
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In order to design the PDPTV AIPs we had to gather PDPTV Producer and Consumer
requirements18 that would reflect potential dissemination needs based on these varied types of
repository content. Accordingly, we held discussions with project partners WNET, WGBH, and
PBS, American Public Television, and Twin Cities Public Television to understand what they might
require in repository DIPs19, 20.
These requirements, in conjunction with the Core AIP design and input from the PDPTV Selection
Committee, enabled us to define a set of “PDPTV AIP Classes”:
AIP Class 1 – PBS Distributed Content
AIP Class 2 – PBS Distributed Content with Edited Broadcast Masters
AIP Class 3 – Locally Produced and Distributed Content
AIP Class 4 – PBS Distributed Content with Ancillary Materials
AIP Class 5 – Preservation-ready, Nationally Distributed Content
AIP Class 6 – Preservation-ready, Undistributed Segments
AIP Class 1 has subclasses due to the difference between the formats of the program master files
produced by the stations, and the availability of both Standard Definition and High Definition
(HD) broadcast masters from PBS.

AIP Subclass

Producing
Station

1.1
1.2
1.3

WNET
WNET
WGBH

PBS Standard
Definition (SD)
Master
Yes
Yes
Yes

PBS High
Definition (HD)
Master
Yes
No
No

Table 2: AIP Class 1 Subclasses
The type, format, and origin of each file in each AIP class are listed in Table 3 on the following
page.

For the PDPTV project the PR functions as a dark archive so the Producers are also the
Consumers.
19 Nan Rubin (WNET) and Kara van Malssen (NYU) organized the DIP discussions.
20 Please see Appendix 10 for a detailed summary of these conversations.
18
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AIP FILE TYPE
METS (XML)
MODS (XML)
PBCore (XML)
PREMIS (XML)
METSRights (XML)
Production Master
(MXF-wrapped
IMX-50)
Production Master
(QuickTime Wrapped
DVC-Pro 50)
Production Master
(QuickTime Wrapped
DV 25)
Production Master
(QuickTime Wrapped
DVC-Pro-HD 1080/60i)
Segment Master
(QuickTime Wrapped
DVC-Pro-HD 1080/60i)
PBS SD Broadcast Master
(QuickTime Wrapper,
8 Mbps MPEG-2 Video,
PCM Audio)
PBS HD Broadcast Master
(QuickTime Wrapper,
38.8 Mbps HD Upconverted MPEG-2 Video,
AC3 Audio)
Local SD Broadcast Master
(8 Mbps MPEG 2 Video,
MPEG Audio)
mediainfo21 Technical Metadata
(raw text output files)
InMagic Database Exports (XML)
TEAMS Database Exports (XML)
Ancillary – Rundown Program
(PDF/A)
Ancillary – Transcript
(PDF/A)
Ancillary – Master Computer Graphics List
(PDF/A)
*
**

1.1
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU

1.2
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU

WNET

WNET

1.3
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU

AIP Class
2*
3
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU

4
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU
NYU

5
NYU
NYU
WNET
NYU
NYU

6
NYU
NYU
WNET
NYU
NYU

WNET

WGBH

R&E**

WNET

WNET

PBS

PBS

PBS

PBS

PBS

WNET
NYU

NYU

WNET

WNET

NYU

NYU

NYU

WNET
WGBH
R&E
R&E
R&E

There are no “Class 2” AIPs in the PDPTV sample.
R&E represents “Religion and Ethics”, a unit of WNET based in Washington DC. Transfer via external disk.

AIP File Type Color Key:

Content files

Metadata files

Ancillary files

Table 3: PDPTV AIP Contents and File Origin by AIP class
21

http://mediainfo.sourceforge.net/en . Please see Section 7.2 for more details.
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6. PDPTV Submission Information Packages (SIPs)
The AIPs were created from the PDPTV SIPs, which were composed of content files, metadata
files, and ancillary production files.
6.1 SIP Aggregation
The PDPTV SIP files came from multiple, geographically dispersed sites: WGBH in Boston, WNET in
New York, PBS in Arlington VA, and Religion and Ethics (R&E) in Washington DC.
The materials submitted from these locations included more than thirty-five hours of completed
programming from the nationally-broadcast programs “Nature”, “Frontline”, “Antiques
Roadshow”, “American Experience”, “Religion and Ethics Newsweekly”, “World Focus”, and the
locally-broadcast program “New York Voices”. Each completed program in AIP Classes 1-4 had
one production master and at least one broadcast master. For AIP Class 5, “World Focus,” we
only received the production master. In total we received more than seventy-nine “file hours” of
finished-program video. We also collected twenty “World Focus” segment masters totaling over
forty-five minutes.
AIP Class
1.1
1.2
1.3
2
3
4
5
6

Station
WNET
WNET
WGBH
--WNET
WNET
WNET
WNET

Content
Nature
Nature
Frontline, American Experience, Antiques Roadshow
No Class 2 AIPs in sample.22
New York Voices
Religion and Ethics Newsweekly
World Focus
World Focus (segments)
Table 4: Program to AIP Class mapping

To generate AIPs from these SIPs, the files had to be aggregated at the PR Staging node before
AIP processing could begin. To facilitate SIP aggregation, a Storage Resource Broker (SRB)
infrastructure was deployed at NYU and SRB clients were installed at each of the four program
sources. The vast majority of content and metadata SIPs were then transferred using this SRB
infrastructure.
However, NYU also received a few SIPs as email attachments and others on external hard
drives23. These SIPs were transferred directly to the SRB staging node by NYU PDPTV staff.
Along with each finished program, we also received database XML exports of descriptive
information from both producing stations and from PBS. However, each database was
configured individually by each entity, and each contained different information. WNET
provided exports from ProTrack, a program scheduling application used by many public

The Selection Working Group defined AIP Class 2 as it is common for broadcast masters to
have various versions, including those with edited content (blurred faces, bleeped language,
etc.). We never received any Class 2 content during the project.
23 The e-mail and external hard drive transfer methods will not be supported in the future.
22
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television stations, and from InMagic, the particular program database used by the WNET
Archives. WGBH provided exports from Artesia TEAMS, a media asset management system used
by the WGBH Library and Archives, and PBS provided PODS exports as PBCore data. R&E
provided ancillary production files as Microsoft Word and Excel documents.
7. PDPTV Archival Information Package Generation and Metadata Plan
Multiple steps were required to generate the PDPTV AIPs. The processing flows for each AIP class
are shown in figures 10 – 15. Explanations of the figures begin in section 7.1. N.B.: there were no
Class 2 AIPs in the PDPTV sample so there is no AIP Class 2 diagram.
7.1 Filename Normalization
The files submitted to the PR arrived with names assigned by the PDPTV partner institutions. Some
of the filenames included characters that have significance to the operating system, e.g.,
!NYVO_
603_SDBA.xml 24
To facilitate AIP generation, files were renamed following the convention described in section 4
and repeated here for convenience:
projectIdentifier_fileType_version.ext
The PDPTV filenames are constructed as follows: “projectIdentifier” is composed of the
producing station call letters followed by the NOLA code25 for the program, the valid “fileType”
values are described in table 5 below, the version number indicates the order in which files of
the same name were added to the AIP, and the extension is a rough indication of file format.
Using the example given above:
was renamed

!NYVO_
603_SDBA.xml
wnet_NYVO000603_protrack_v0001.xml

Segment masters could be used in multiple finished programs and therefore are not associated
with a single NOLA code. An opaque identifier26 was used in lieu of the NOLA code, e.g,
wnet_2280gbkm_smaster_v0001.mov .
Table 5 on the next page lists example filenames for each file type.

24

25

26

“!” is a history expansion character in the UNIX Bash shell. The spaces in the filename cause
the command line parser to interpret the filename as multiple parameters. While these issues
could be addressed by escaping the special characters, renaming the files simplifies
subsequent file processing.
The NOLA code is assigned by PBS to identify national programs that will be scheduled for
broadcast by local stations. For broadcast masters, the NOLA code is supplemented with the
broadcast package identifier.
The NOID opaque identifier minting software was used for this purpose.
https://confluence.ucop.edu/display/Curation/NOID , accessed 2010-02-25
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File Type

fileType

Example

Production Master
Broadcast Master
Segment Master
PBCore file
METS file
PREMIS file
METSRights file
MODS file
InMagic file
TEAMS file

pmaster
bmaster
smaster
pbcore
mets
premis
rightsmd
mods
inmagic
teams
mediainfo
rundown
transcript
mastercglist

wgbh_FRON002101_pmaster_v0001.mov
wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.aiff
wnet_2280gbkm_smaster_v0001.mov
wgbh_ANRO001010_pbcore_v0001.xml
wnet_WOFO001041_mets_v0001.xml
wgbh_AMEX001711_P102690-004_bmaster_premis_v0001.xml

MediaInfo output
Rundown file
Transcript
Master Computer
Graphics list

wnet_6q573nmx_rightsmd_v0001.xml27
wnet_NYVO000609_mods_v0001.xml
wnet_PNRE001117_inmagic_v0001.xml
wgbh_FRON002101_teams_v0001.xml
wgbh_FRON002101_pmaster_v0001_mov_mediainfo_v0001.txt
wnet_PNRE001118_rundown_v0001.pdf
wnet_PNRE001126_transcript_07_v0001.pdf
wnet_PNRE001125_mastercglist_v0001.pdf

Table 5: PDPTV filename normalization: fileType values
7.2 Technical Metadata Extraction Using MediaInfo
Technical metadata (TMD) is critical for preservation as it allows Repository staff to identify the
file formats in custody and develop migration strategies should those formats become obsolete.
In PDPTV AIPs the PBCore “instantiation” elements are the authoritative source for TMD. The SIPs
for AIP classes 1 through 4 did not include PBCore files populated with comprehensive TMD,
therefore the repository required software to extract the TMD from the content files and used it
to populate PBCore instantiation elements. This was a multi-step process.
First the mediainfo TMD extraction application28, 29, 30 was run on all master files and the raw
output stored in text files31. Some masters were composed of multiple individual files and
therefore there were multiple mediainfo files per master. For example, the SD broadcast masters
output by the PBS Omneon server were composed of a separate QuickTime file, an MPEG-2
video file, and a PCM audio file resulting in three mediainfo output files.
After an exhaustive mediainfo-to-PBCore mapping exercise32, a Java program33 was developed
that read the mediainfo output files, extracted the information required by the PBCore
27
28

For legacy reasons this fileType is rightsmd instead of metsrights.
http://mediainfo.sourceforge.net/en, accessed 2010-02-24.

29

$ mediainfo --Language=raw -f PATH-TO-CONTENT-FILE > PATH-TO-OUTPUT-FILE.txt

30

Dave MacCarn (WGBH) and Kevin Carter (WGBH) have had success with the “qt_info”
technical metadata extraction tool on the Apple platform, http://omino.com/sw/qt_tools/.
NYU also had success with qt_info but because all of the PDPTV content is stored in a Sun
Solaris environment we wanted a TMD extraction solution that could run natively on Solaris.
Rasan Rasch (NYU) identified the open source MediaInfo TMD extraction application and
worked with Jérôme Martinez, the MediaInfo developer, to get MediaInfo running successfully
on Solaris.
For completeness we also store the raw mediainfo output files in the AIP.
Please see Appendix 8
Represented in Figures 10-14 by “mediainfo to pbcore instantiation”

31
32
33
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instantiation elements, and output a “PBCore instantiation” file34. The PBCore instantiation file
was consumed during the PBCore generation phase.
7.3 PBCore generation
All PDPTV AIPs must contain a PBCore document. At the present time, program information is
not collected systematically or uniformly by various public television entities. For the nonPreservation-Ready AIP classes (1-4) program metadata had to be collected from multiple
sources on a program-by-program basis. Also, because there are no standard metadata
criteria deployed throughout public television, the quality of the incoming metadata was
idiosyncratic and inconsistent. As mentioned previously WNET submitted XML exports from the
InMagic database and PBCore exports from ProTrack, WGBH submitted TEAMS database XML
exports, and PBS submitted PODS data as PBCore.
In order to generate the final PBCore files, the collected metadata had to be meticulously
analyzed35 and mapped against the PBCore schema. Then software was developed to extract
the metadata from the various files and insert it into a final PBCore document.
Figures 10 through 13 illustrate the steps required to generate the final PBCore document for AIP
classes 1 through 4. An XSLT stylesheet was developed to merge the data in the producing
station database exports, PBS PODS file, and the PBCore instantiation file. Shell scripts were
written that perform minor preprocessing on the incoming database exports and then invoke
the Saxon XSLT processor36 to produce the final PBCore document.

It is important to note here that such diverse data sets resulted in labor-intensive analysis
and mapping that had to be performed manually for each individual incoming nonPBCore metadata format, e.g., TEAMS, InMagic.
The problems encountered testing these various file formats, combined with the timeconsuming efforts to collect metadata for each program, demonstrated the high priority
for setting uniform metadata and technical standards for any future operation. Without
them, automating the functions for extracting and managing the metadata and file
integrity of large collections will simply not be feasible.

Note that in the Preservation-ready AIP classes 5 and 6, Figure 15, the PBCore is passed through
to the AIP with no additional processing required because all of the metadata mapping,
technical metadata extraction, and PBCore generation was performed directly by the
producing station as part of their production and archiving workflow.
Having program producers provide fully populated PBCore metadata records is a scalable and
feasible operation for public broadcasters, rather than requiring that the repository generate
PBCore from station-specific data formats.

34
35

36

Represented in Figures 10-14 by “pbcoreinstantiation.xml”
Kara van Malssen performed the analyses. Please refer to Appendices 6, 7, and 8 for detailed
mapping information.
http://saxon.sourceforge.net/ , accessed 2010-02-24
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Using PBCore this way, producing stations can easily share data with any third party capable of
interpreting PBCore, e.g., repositories, other stations, the Library of Congress.
7.4 MODS generation
All AIPs in the PR must contain a MODS file. The PBCore is considered the authoritative
descriptive metadata source for PDPTV AIPS so an XSLT stylesheet was developed to transform
PBCore to minimally PR-compliant MODS. Shell scripts were written that set up and invoke the
Saxon XSLT processor command to produce the final MODS document.
7.5 PREMIS
The PDPTV AIP PREMIS documents store two types of data: the environment in which a master
was created, and a “known good” rendering environment. A PREMIS template was created for
each master file type. The templates were populated with file-specific data, e.g., master
filenames, during AIP generation.
7.6 METSRights
A METSRights file was generated for each deposited program based on input from each
producing station. These files were then included in the corresponding AIPs.
This rights information was neither detailed nor comprehensive, and this file cannot be
considered performing any “rights management” functions. Rather, it was to be used to identify
the basic level of encumbrance associated with the content and the appropriate way to gain
further information about rights.37
Because the PR was not set up as an operating entity, it was treated as a dark archive, with only
the submitting institution allowed to access the content they themselves deposited. In an
operating archive, the rights information contained in this file would have to be adequate
enough to inform users about basic use rights and/or restrictions.
7.7 Ancillary Material
The ancillary materials included such items as transcripts and were received as Microsoft Word
and Microsoft Excel documents. The Word and Excel file formats are not ideal for preservation,
so the ancillary materials were migrated to the more preservation-friendly PDF/A format. An
Open Office38 server was set up on one of the Solaris machines and a command-line script
written to automate the file-migration process.

37
38

Please see Appendix 9 for information on the PDPTV users rights requirements.
http://www.openoffice.org/, accessed 2010-02-25
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7.8 METS Generation to Complete the AIP
The METS file ties the whole AIP together and can only be generated after all other metadata
and content-file preparation is complete. A Java program39, written using the METS Toolkit40 and
the SRB Jargon41 libraries, creates the METS files for all of the AIP classes. The METS generator
accesses data stored in the SRB user metadata fields to determine the AIP class and access
cached checksum values.
With the METS file generated, the AIP is complete.
8. Content Transfer to the Library of Congress
As an NDIIPP Partner, the Preserving Digital Public Television project was required to transfer the
PDPTV content to the Library of Congress (LC).
The files were transferred using the “BagIt” packaging format developed by the LC as a
“standardized digital container” to exchange digital content over computer networks or
physically using portable storage devices.42
NYU created 108 “bags” from the 78 PDPTV AIPs. These bags contained over 1.4 TB of data and
over 80 file-hours of content. Details are provided in Tables 6 and 7 below.

Source
WGBH
WGBH
WGBH
WNET
WNET
WNET
WNET
WNET

Content
American Experience
Antiques Roadshow
Frontline
Nature
New York Voices
Religion and Ethics Newsweekly
World Focus
World Focus (segments)

AIPs
1
1
1
13
16
16
10
20
78

Program /
Segment
hours
(hh:mm:ss)
00:56:46
00:56:46
01:56:46
12:18:03
07:53:48
07:34:08
04:47:40
00:45:33
37:09:30

File
hours
(hh:mm:ss)
01:53:32
01:53:33
03:53:32
35:57:23
15:47:36
15:08:16
04:47:40
00:45:33
80:07:05

Size on Disk
(one copy)
(in bytes)
31,238,198,436
30,961,447,274
63,021,708,871
642,778,846,458
264,699,814,106
146,707,940,292
251,627,658,721
39,854,571,198
1,470,890,185,356

Table 6: AIP Distribution by Content
We transferred three types of bags to the Library of Congress: “Essence-only” bags that
consisted just of production and broadcast masters, “Metadata-only” bags that consisted just of
metadata, and “Essence + Metadata” bags that contained both content and metadata files.

39
40
41
42

Represented in Figures 10-15 by “METS generator”
http://hul.harvard.edu/mets/ , accessed 2010-02-24
http://www.sdsc.edu/srb/jargon/ , accessed 2010-02-24
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/videos/bagit0609.html , accessed 2010-02-25
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In Table 7 below,
Total Bags Transferred to LC =

Essence-only Bags
+ Metadata-only Bags
+ Essence + Metadata Bags

For example, we transferred twenty-four bags containing Nature AIP content that consisted of
eleven Essence-only bags, eleven Metadata-only bags, and two Essence+Metadata bags.

Source
WGBH
WGBH
WGBH
WNET
WNET
WNET
WNET
WNET

Content
American Experience
Antiques Roadshow
Frontline
Nature
New York Voices
Religion and Ethics Newsweekly
World Focus
World Focus (segments)
TOTAL BAGS

Total Bags
transferred
to LC
2
2
2
24
32
16
10
20
108

BAG DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE
Essence +
EssenceMetadataMetadata
only Bags
only Bags
Bags
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
11
11
2
16
16
0
0
0
16
0
0
10
0
0
20
30
30
48

Table 7: Bag Distribution by Content and Bag Type
NYU successfully transferred all of the bags to the Library of Congress using rsync43 over ssh.
LC has funded an extension of this aspect of the PDPTV project to test scaling up the ability to
package and transfer larger volumes of content in a similar manner. To this end, WNET is
currently engaged in preparing up to 30 TB of born-digital program files to be transferred to LC
during the summer of 2010.

*****
9. Summary
The PR Ingest workflow is well defined and contains quality assurance checks during AIP
generation, pre-archival storage ingest, and post archival storage ingest.
The core PR AIP is designed to be content neutral and supports AIP ingest, update, rollback, and
withdraw operations. In the PDPTV domain, multiple AIP classes were defined to handle the
heterogeneity present in the various Public Television program representations: different content
file formats, different distribution scenarios, different producing station metadata exports,
different availability of HD broadcast masters, and the different availability of ancillary materials
used during program production. As shown with the Preservation-ready AIPs, much of the
technical and descriptive metadata variability could be removed, and repository AIP
generation simplified, if the producing stations generated the PBCore files.

43

http://www.samba.org/rsync/ , accessed 2010-02-26
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Figure 10: AIP Generation: AIP Class 1.1 – PBS Distributed Content
produced by WNET
HD & SD broadcast masters
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Figure 11: AIP Generation: AIP Class 1.2 – PBS Distributed Content
produced by WNET
SD broadcast master only
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Figure 12: AIP Generation: AIP Class 1.3 – PBS Distributed Content
produced by WGBH
SD broadcast master only
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Figure 13: AIP Generation: AIP Class 3 – Locally Produced and Distributed Content
produced by WNET
SD broadcast master from WNET
Database exports from WNET only
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Figure 14: AIP Generation: AIP Class 4 – PBS Distributed Content with Ancillary Materials
produced by WNET
SD broadcast master only
28

Figure 15: AIP Generation:
AIP Class 5 – Preservation-ready, Nationally Distributed Content
AIP Class 6 – Preservation-ready, Undistributed Segments
produced by WNET
no broadcast masters
29

10. Remaining Work
Although the PR and AIP designs address many preservation related issues, there are a
number of areas that can be improved:
 The current design needs better digital provenance tracking
 A rights holder database could be implemented to store rights holder information
and encumbrances
 Existing modules could be refactored and re-implemented to adhere to RESTful44
principles
 The Authentication module could be modified to support non-Shibboleth
authentication methods
 The File Registry could be implemented and with it multiple archival storage
solutions
 The BagIt packaging format could be used for all SIPs
 A user interface could be implemented to facilitate SIP tracking, AIP monitoring,
and DIP generation requests
 The PR could be subjected to a “Trustworthy Repositories Audit and Certification”
(TRAC) audit45 to identify further areas of improvement

***
Over the 5 years that this project has been in place, we have learned a great many
lessons from building and operating the repository model. We were successful in solving
many of the problems inherent in designing a digital preservation environment, including
how to package files for long-term storage, being able to retrieve them for later use, and
developing a number of specific scripts and tools to automate functions and procedures
as much as possible.
As the file storage and management technology platforms continue to evolve, these
solutions and processes may or may not be the best design for building an actual next
generation public television repository, which will have to be both operationally
sustainable and cost-effective.
Even so, the lessons learned in this effort are both valuable and relevant, and will be
helpful in informing the interesting and exciting work ahead.

*****

44
45

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/REST , accessed 2010-02-24
http://www.crl.edu/sites/default/files/attachments/pages/trac_0.pdf , accessed 2010-02-23
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Appendix 1: Glossary and OAIS Operation
Appendix 1.1: Glossary
The PR design is derived from the report entitled “Reference Model for an Open Archival
Information System (OAIS)”46 and commonly referred to as the “OAIS Reference Model”.
The OAIS Reference Model provides a vocabulary for discussing digital preservation
repository concepts, including “information packages” and “functional entities”.
The OAIS Reference Model Terms used in this report and are taken directly from the OAIS
Reference Model document. The OAIS Reference Model page numbers are found in
brackets at the end of each definition.
Additional terms used in the report are
interspersed alphabetically.
Access: The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions which make the archival
information holdings and related services visible to Consumers. [1-7]
Archival Information Package (AIP): An Information Package, consisting of the Content
Information and the associated Preservation Description Information (PDI), which is
preserved within an OAIS. [1-7]
Archival Storage: The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions used for the
storage and retrieval of Archival Information Packages. [1-8]
Common Services: The supporting services such as inter-process communication, name
services, temporary storage allocation, exception handling, security, and directory
services necessary to support the OAIS. [1-8]
Consumer: The role played by those persons, or client systems, who interact with OAIS
services to find preserved information of interest and to access that information in detail.
This can include other OAISs, as well as internal OAIS persons or systems. [1-8]
Content Information: The set of information that is the original target of preservation. It is
an Information Object comprised of its Content Data Object and its Representation
Information. An example of Content Information could be a single table of numbers
representing, and understandable as, temperatures, but excluding the documentation
that would explain its history and origin, how it relates to other observations, etc. [1-8]
Data Management: The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions for
populating, maintaining, and accessing a wide variety of information. Some examples of
this information are catalogs and inventories on what may be retrieved from Archival
Storage, processing algorithms that may be run on retrieved data, Consumer access
statistics, Consumer billing, Event Based Orders, security controls, and OAIS schedules,
policies, and procedures. [1-9]
Descriptive Information: The set of information, consisting primarily of Package
Descriptions, which is provided to Data Management to support the finding, ordering,
and retrieving of OAIS information holdings by Consumers. [1-9]
46

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems. 2002. Reference Model for an Open
Archival Information System. Washington, D.C.: CCSDS Secretariat. Publication number
CCSDS 650.0-B-1 BLUE BOOK. (PDF version of document downloaded 2006-01-09).
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Designated Community: An identified group of potential Consumers who should be able
to understand a particular set of information. The Designated Community may be
composed of multiple user communities. [1-10]
Digital Migration: The transfer of digital information, while intending to preserve it, within
the OAIS. [1-10]
Digital Object: An object composed of a set of bit sequences. [1-10]
Dissemination Information Package (DIP): The Information Package, derived from one or
more AIPs, received by the Consumer in response to a request to the OAIS. [1-10]
Fixity Information: The information which documents the authentication mechanisms and
provides authentication keys to ensure that the Content Information object has not been
altered in an undocumented manner. [1-10]
Functional Entities: Section 4.1 of the OAIS reference model defines multiple functional
entities. This report focuses on the Ingest, Data Management, Archival Storage, Access,
and Common Services functional entities.
Information Package: The Content Information and associated Preservation Description
Information which is needed to aid in the preservation of the Content Information. The
Information Package has associated Packaging Information used to delimit and identify
the Content Information and Preservation Description Information. [1-11] In this report,
Information packages include Submission Information Packages (SIPs), Archival
Information Packages (AIPs), and Dissemination Information Packages (DIPs).
Ingest: The OAIS entity that contains the services and functions that accept Submission
Information Packages from Producers, prepares Archival Information Packages for
storage, and ensures that Archival Information Packages and their supporting Descriptive
Information become established within the OAIS. [1-11]
InMagic: a library database used by WNET Archives as its primary program catalog.
Long Term: A period of time long enough for there to be concern about the impacts of
changing technologies, including support for new media and data formats, and of a
changing user community, on the information being held in a repository. This period
extends into the indefinite future. [1-11]
Long Term Preservation: The act of maintaining information, in a correct and
Independently Understandable form, over the Long Term. [1-11]
Metadata: Data about other data. [1-11]
Metadata Schemas: “An XML schema is a description of a type of XML document,
typically expressed in terms of constraints on the structure and content of documents of
that type, above and beyond the basic syntactical constraints imposed by XML itself.”,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML_schema , accessed 2010-03-17. The schemas used in
the PR include METS, METSRights, MODS, PBCore, and PREMIS.
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METS: the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) XML schema is used to
encode the structural metadata associated with a digital object in the PR.
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/mets-schemadocs.html , accessed 2010-02-24.
METSRights: an XML schema used to encode the rights metadata associated with a
digital object in the PR.
http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd , accessed 2010-02-24.
MODS: the Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) XML schema is used to
encode descriptive metadata associated with a digital object in the PR.
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-schemas.html , accessed 2010-02-24.
PBCore: an XML schema originally developed for the Public Broadcasting community
capable of storing various types of metadata, e.g., technical, descriptive.
http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreXMLSchema.html , accessed 2010-02-24.
PODS: “Program Offer Data Service” database maintained by PBS, which contains
extensive information about all programs distributed through the national PBS schedule,
including descriptive and rights information.
PREMIS: a schema for preservation metadata required for long-term preservation.
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis , accessed 2010-02-24.
Preservation Description Information (PDI): The information which is necessary for
adequate preservation of the Content Information and which can be categorized as
Provenance, Reference, Fixity, and Context information. [1-12]
Producer: The role played by those persons, or client systems, who provide the
information to be preserved. This can include other OAISs or internal OAIS persons or
systems. [1-12]
ProTrack: a program scheduling application used by many public television stations
which contains metadata relating to local air schedules, offers, underwriters and other
information needed for broadcast.
Provenance Information: The information that documents the history of the Content
Information. [1-12]
Submission Information Package (SIP): An Information Package that is delivered by the
Producer to the OAIS for use in the construction of one or more AIPs. [1-13]
Storage Resource Broker (SRB): “SRB is a logical distributed file system based on a clientserver architecture which presents users with a single global logical namespace or file
hierarchy.”, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storage_resource_broker , accessed 2010-03-18
http://www.sdsc.edu/srb/index.php/Main_Page , accessed 2010-02-26
TEAMS: a local station database of program descriptions used by on-line program
guides.
Transformation: A Digital Migration in which there is an alteration to the Content
Information or PDI of an Archival Information Package. For example, changing ASCII
codes to UNICODE in a text document being preserved is a Transformation. [1-13]
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Version: An attribute of an AIP whose information content has undergone a
transformation on a source AIP and is a candidate to replace the source AIP. [1-13]
XSLT: “XSLT (XSL Transformations) is a declarative, XML-based language used for the
transformation of XML documents into other XML documents.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xsl , accessed 2010-02-24
Appendix 1.2: OAIS Operation
Figure 1 shows how Producers and Consumers interact with an OAIS. A Producer submits
a SIP to the OAIS. The OAIS processes the SIP to create an AIP. After the AIP has been
created, transferred to Archival Storage, and the appropriate AIP data loaded into the
Data Management entity, Consumers may send queries to the OAIS to discover the new
content. The OAIS returns a result set containing in response to the query. The Consumer
may then select an item from the result set and place an order with the OAIS. The OAIS
will then process the order, generate the DIP and send it to the Consumer 47.
In figure 2 we see the “functional entities” that are part of the internal OAIS structure.
The Ingest, Data Management, Archival Storage, Access, and Common Services
functions are addressed predominantly by technological components, whereas humans
predominantly address the Preservation Planning, Administration, and Management
functional entities. This design document mainly focused on the OAIS technological
components.

Figure 16: OAIS Producer and Consumer interaction with the OAIS 48
47
48

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems. op.cit. p2-7.
Ibid, drawing based on Figure 2-4, p2-8.
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Figure 17: OAIS Functional Entities 49

49

Ibid, drawing based on Figure 4-1, p4-1.
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Appendix 2: WNET NAAT 002405 METS File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" standalone="no"?>
<mets:mets OBJID="x69p8dk0" LABEL="NAAT002405" TYPE="MovingImage"
xmlns:mets="http://www.loc.gov/METS/" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.loc.gov/METS/ http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/mets.xsd">
<mets:metsHdr CREATEDATE="2008-12-23T16:48:52" LASTMODDATE="2008-12-23T16:48:52"
RECORDSTATUS="COMPLETED">
<mets:agent ROLE="CUSTODIAN" TYPE="ORGANIZATION">
<mets:name>New York University Libraries</mets:name>
</mets:agent>
<mets:agent ROLE="CREATOR" TYPE="INDIVIDUAL">
<mets:name>Yang, Grace</mets:name>
</mets:agent>
<mets:agent ROLE="DISSEMINATOR" TYPE="ORGANIZATION">
<mets:name>New York University Libraries</mets:name>
</mets:agent>
</mets:metsHdr>
<mets:dmdSec ID="dmd_all_001">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_mods_v0001.xml"
MDTYPE="MODS"/>
</mets:dmdSec>
<mets:dmdSec ID="dmd_all_002">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pbcore_v0001.xml"
MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="PBCORE"/>
</mets:dmdSec>
<mets:amdSec ID="amd_all">
<mets:rightsMD ID="amd_all_rmd">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_rightsmd_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER"
OTHERMDTYPE="METSRights"/>
</mets:rightsMD>
</mets:amdSec>
<mets:amdSec ID="amd_pmaster">
<mets:techMD ID="amd_pmaster_tmd_001">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pbcore_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="PBCORE"/>
</mets:techMD>
<mets:techMD ID="amd_pmaster_tmd_002">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pmaster_premis_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER"
OTHERMDTYPE="PREMIS"/>
</mets:techMD>
</mets:amdSec>
<mets:amdSec ID="amd_bmaster_sd">
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<mets:techMD ID="amd_bmaster_sd_tmd_001">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pbcore_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="PBCORE"/>
</mets:techMD>
<mets:techMD ID="amd_bmaster_sd_tmd_002">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_premis_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER"
OTHERMDTYPE="PREMIS"/>
</mets:techMD>
</mets:amdSec>
<mets:amdSec ID="amd_bmaster_hd">
<mets:techMD ID="amd_bmaster_hd_tmd_001">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pbcore_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER" OTHERMDTYPE="PBCORE"/>
</mets:techMD>
<mets:techMD ID="amd_bmaster_hd_tmd_002">
<mets:mdRef LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_premis_v0001.xml" MDTYPE="OTHER"
OTHERMDTYPE="PREMIS"/>
</mets:techMD>
</mets:amdSec>
<mets:fileSec>
<mets:fileGrp ADMID="amd_pmaster" USE="PRODUCTION MASTER - SD ">
<mets:file ID="pmaster_mxf" MIMETYPE="application/mxf"
CHECKSUM="d4d4e3fe804f3426255d549cdc055f89" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pmaster_v0001.mxf"/>
</mets:file>
</mets:fileGrp>
<mets:fileGrp ADMID="amd_bmaster_sd" USE="BROADCAST MASTER SD">
<mets:file ID="bmaster_sd_aiff" MIMETYPE="audio/aiff"
CHECKSUM="2cf2fba641438b87ed9a8c82524c3948" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.aiff"/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="bmaster_sd_m2v" MIMETYPE="video/mpeg"
CHECKSUM="8614d14ffe472e74c34f6cc07e268eb0" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.m2v"/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="bmaster_sd_mov" MIMETYPE="video/quicktime"
CHECKSUM="e93430e6744ed524888216dc9587be48" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.mov"/>
</mets:file>
</mets:fileGrp>
<mets:fileGrp ADMID="amd_bmaster_hd" USE="BROADCAST MASTER HD">
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<mets:file ID="bmaster_hd_data" MIMETYPE="application/octet-stream"
CHECKSUM="671f1aabc2e21aaa7d96b1b2f12371ab" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.data"/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="bmaster_hd_mov" MIMETYPE="video/quicktime"
CHECKSUM="37a7b555f64569ebfce9253fd312181a" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.mov"/>
</mets:file>
</mets:fileGrp>
<mets:fileGrp ID="ancillary" USE="ANCILLARY">
<mets:fileGrp ID="ancillary_dmd" USE="DATABASE DUMPS">
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_006" MIMETYPE="application/xml"
CHECKSUM="b147ec555f313ff1f5a228ca9018bb87" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_inmagic_v0001.xml"/>
</mets:file>
</mets:fileGrp>
<mets:fileGrp ID="ancillary_tmd" USE="MEDIAINFO TEXT FILES">
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_001" MIMETYPE="text/plain"
CHECKSUM="6406d5ea4e7a743a7e14bd135fa9ac61" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001_aiff_mediainfo_v0001.txt"
/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_002" MIMETYPE="text/plain"
CHECKSUM="9d8603d5c62fb357aeb843fbe4fb10ca" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001_m2v_mediainfo_v0001.txt"
/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_003" MIMETYPE="text/plain"
CHECKSUM="6b874927e82b1fde47322d01d3c69b8c" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001_mov_mediainfo_v0001.txt"
/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_004" MIMETYPE="text/plain"
CHECKSUM="120a857a83aee0bd924f26d38069d459" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001_data_mediainfo_v0001.txt"
/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_005" MIMETYPE="text/plain"
CHECKSUM="6b34f6945e3e7180dcadbdc9d1ee6935" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
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xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001_mov_mediainfo_v0001.txt"
/>
</mets:file>
<mets:file ID="ancillary_tmd_mediainfo_007" MIMETYPE="text/plain"
CHECKSUM="e052599775261735eb9c0594c6efdf81" CHECKSUMTYPE="MD5">
<mets:FLocat LOCTYPE="URL" xlink:type="simple"
xlink:href="wnet_NAAT002405_pmaster_v0001_mxf_mediainfo_v0001.txt"/>
</mets:file>
</mets:fileGrp>
</mets:fileGrp>
</mets:fileSec>
<mets:structMap>
<mets:div ADMID="amd_all_rmd" TYPE="NDIIPP PDPTV OBJECT - AIP CLASS 1">
<mets:fptr>
<mets:par>
<mets:area FILEID="pmaster_mxf"/>
</mets:par>
</mets:fptr>
<mets:fptr>
<mets:par>
<mets:area FILEID="bmaster_sd_aiff"/>
<mets:area FILEID="bmaster_sd_m2v"/>
<mets:area FILEID="bmaster_sd_mov"/>
</mets:par>
</mets:fptr>
<mets:fptr>
<mets:par>
<mets:area FILEID="bmaster_hd_data"/>
<mets:area FILEID="bmaster_hd_mov"/>
</mets:par>
</mets:fptr>
</mets:div>
</mets:structMap>
</mets:mets>
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Appendix 3: WNET NAAT 002405 PBCore File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<PBCoreDescriptionDocument xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns="http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreNamespace.html"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreNamespace.html http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreXSD_Ver_1-2-1.xsd">
<pbcoreIdentifier>
<identifier>NAAT002405</identifier>
<identifierSource>PBS PODS</identifierSource>
</pbcoreIdentifier>
<pbcoreTitle>
<title>Nature</title>
<titleType>Series</titleType>
</pbcoreTitle>
<pbcoreTitle>
<title>Rhinoceros</title>
<titleType>Episode</titleType>
</pbcoreTitle>
<pbcoreSubject>
<subject>Africa</subject>
<subjectAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</subjectAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreSubject>
<pbcoreSubject>
<subject>Animals</subject>
<subjectAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</subjectAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreSubject>
<pbcoreSubject>
<subject>Biology</subject>
<subjectAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</subjectAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreSubject>
<pbcoreSubject>
<subject>India</subject>
<subjectAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</subjectAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreSubject>
<pbcoreSubject>
<subject>South Africa</subject>
<subjectAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</subjectAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreSubject>
<pbcoreSubject>
<subject>Zoology</subject>
<subjectAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</subjectAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreSubject>
<pbcoreDescription>
<description>{Segment: 1} Millions of rhinos once roamed the Earth. There were hundreds of
species of all shapes and sizes. But today, the rhinoceros is one of the planet's rarest
animals, with three of its species on the brink of extinction. While there's still a
chance to save them, teams of rhino experts work to protect them from poachers, relocate
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them to better habitats and breed them in captivity.</description>
<descriptionType>Segment</descriptionType>
</pbcoreDescription>
<pbcoreGenre>
<genre>Science/Nature</genre>
<genreAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</genreAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreGenre>
<pbcoreRelation>
<relationType>Is Part of</relationType>
<relationIdentifier>NAAT</relationIdentifier>
</pbcoreRelation>
<pbcoreCoverage>
<coverage>USA</coverage>
<coverageType>Spatial</coverageType>
</pbcoreCoverage>
<pbcoreAudienceRating>
<audienceRating>General Audience</audienceRating>
</pbcoreAudienceRating>
<pbcoreCreator>
<creator>Educational Broadcasting Corporation</creator>
<creatorRole>Production Unit</creatorRole>
</pbcoreCreator>
<pbcoreCreator>
<creator>Image Impact, Ltd.</creator>
<creatorRole>Production Unit</creatorRole>
</pbcoreCreator>
<pbcorePublisher>
<publisher>Thirteen/WNET</publisher>
<publisherRole>Presenter</publisherRole>
</pbcorePublisher>
<pbcorePublisher>
<publisher>Educational Broadcasting Corporation</publisher>
<publisherRole>Copyright Holder</publisherRole>
</pbcorePublisher>
<pbcorePublisher>
<publisher>Image Impact, Ltd.</publisher>
<publisherRole>Copyright Holder</publisherRole>
</pbcorePublisher>
<pbcorePublisher>
<publisher>PBS</publisher>
<publisherRole>Distributor</publisherRole>
</pbcorePublisher>
<pbcoreRightsSummary>
<rightsSummary>Standard Group; 6 Releases, 1/28/2007 to 1/27/2011; School: Based on Each
Broadcast, 12 days</rightsSummary>
</pbcoreRightsSummary>
<pbcoreInstantiation>
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<pbcoreFormatID>
<formatIdentifier>wnet_NAAT002405_pmaster_v0001.mxf</formatIdentifier>
<formatIdentifierSource>NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme</formatIdentifierSource>
</pbcoreFormatID>
<formatDigital>application/mxf</formatDigital>
<formatLocation>NDIIPP:PDPTV Prototype Repository, New York University</formatLocation>
<formatFileSize>30868046336</formatFileSize>
<formatTracks>0</formatTracks>
</pbcoreInstantiation>
<pbcoreInstantiation>
<pbcoreFormatID>
<formatIdentifier>wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.mov</formatIdentifier>
<formatIdentifierSource>NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme</formatIdentifierSource>
</pbcoreFormatID>
<dateCreated>2007-01-20T13:50:00</dateCreated>
<formatDigital>video/quicktime</formatDigital>
<formatLocation>NDIIPP:PDPTV Prototype Repository, New York University</formatLocation>
<formatMediaType>Moving Image</formatMediaType>
<formatGenerations>Moving image/PBS Master</formatGenerations>
<formatFileSize>5.371025272E9</formatFileSize>
<formatColors>Color</formatColors>
<formatTracks>2</formatTracks>
<formatChannelConfiguration>4 channel,STEREO</formatChannelConfiguration>
<language>eng</language>
<alternativeModes>CC - English - 608; DVI; No SAP; Content Flag</alternativeModes>
<pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<essenceTrackType>Video</essenceTrackType>
<essenceTrackIdentifier>wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.m2v</essenceTrackIdentifier>
<essenceTrackIdentifierSource>NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme</essenceTrackIdentifierSource>
<essenceTrackStandard>Interlaced, NTSC</essenceTrackStandard>
<essenceTrackEncoding>4:2:0, MPEG-2 Video</essenceTrackEncoding>
<essenceTrackDataRate>8000 Kbps</essenceTrackDataRate>
<essenceTrackDuration>00:56:46.267</essenceTrackDuration>
<essenceTrackBitDepth>0.772</essenceTrackBitDepth>
<essenceTrackFrameSize>720X480</essenceTrackFrameSize>
<essenceTrackAspectRatio>4/3</essenceTrackAspectRatio>
<essenceTrackFrameRate>29.970 fps</essenceTrackFrameRate>
</pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<essenceTrackType>Audio</essenceTrackType>
<essenceTrackIdentifier>wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.aiff</essenceTrackIdentifier>
<essenceTrackIdentifierSource>NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme</essenceTrackIdentifierSource>
<essenceTrackEncoding>PCM</essenceTrackEncoding>
<essenceTrackDuration>00:56:46.503</essenceTrackDuration>
<essenceTrackBitDepth>24 bit</essenceTrackBitDepth>
<essenceTrackSamplingRate>48.0 KHz</essenceTrackSamplingRate>
<essenceTrackAnnotation>Created by Omneon Video Networks</essenceTrackAnnotation>
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</pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<pbcoreDateAvailable>
<dateAvailableStart>2007-01-28T00:00:00</dateAvailableStart>
<dateAvailableEnd>2008-05-17T00:00:00</dateAvailableEnd>
</pbcoreDateAvailable>
<pbcoreAnnotation>
<annotation>SD-Base</annotation>
</pbcoreAnnotation>
</pbcoreInstantiation>
<pbcoreInstantiation>
<pbcoreFormatID>
<formatIdentifier>wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.mov</formatIdentifier>
<formatIdentifierSource>NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme</formatIdentifierSource>
</pbcoreFormatID>
<dateCreated>2007-01-19T18:16:00</dateCreated>
<formatDigital>video/quicktime</formatDigital>
<formatLocation>NDIIPP:PDPTV Prototype Repository, New York University</formatLocation>
<formatMediaType>Moving Image</formatMediaType>
<formatGenerations>Moving image/PBS Master</formatGenerations>
<formatFileSize>16537303872</formatFileSize>
<formatDuration>00:56:48.947</formatDuration>
<formatDataRate>38.8 Mbps</formatDataRate>
<formatColors>Color</formatColors>
<formatTracks>3</formatTracks>
<formatChannelConfiguration>4 channels,STEREO</formatChannelConfiguration>
<language>eng</language>
<alternativeModes>CC - English - 608; DVI; No SAP; Content Flag</alternativeModes>
<pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<essenceTrackType>Video</essenceTrackType>
<essenceTrackIdentifier>0</essenceTrackIdentifier>
<essenceTrackIdentifierSource>MediaInfo</essenceTrackIdentifierSource>
<essenceTrackStandard>Interlaced</essenceTrackStandard>
<essenceTrackEncoding>4:2:0, MPEG-2 Video</essenceTrackEncoding>
<essenceTrackDataRate>65.0 Mbps</essenceTrackDataRate>
<essenceTrackDuration>00:56:48.947</essenceTrackDuration>
<essenceTrackBitDepth>1.046</essenceTrackBitDepth>
<essenceTrackFrameSize>1920X1080</essenceTrackFrameSize>
<essenceTrackAspectRatio>16/9</essenceTrackAspectRatio>
<essenceTrackFrameRate>29.970 fps</essenceTrackFrameRate>
</pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<essenceTrackType>Audio</essenceTrackType>
<essenceTrackIdentifier>0</essenceTrackIdentifier>
<essenceTrackIdentifierSource>MediaInfo</essenceTrackIdentifierSource>
<essenceTrackEncoding>AC3</essenceTrackEncoding>
<essenceTrackDataRate>192 Kbps</essenceTrackDataRate>
<essenceTrackSamplingRate>48.0 KHz</essenceTrackSamplingRate>
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<essenceTrackLanguage>eng</essenceTrackLanguage>
</pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<essenceTrackType>Audio</essenceTrackType>
<essenceTrackIdentifier>1</essenceTrackIdentifier>
<essenceTrackIdentifierSource>MediaInfo</essenceTrackIdentifierSource>
<essenceTrackEncoding>AC3</essenceTrackEncoding>
<essenceTrackDataRate>192 Kbps</essenceTrackDataRate>
<essenceTrackSamplingRate>48.0 KHz</essenceTrackSamplingRate>
<essenceTrackLanguage>eng</essenceTrackLanguage>
</pbcoreEssenceTrack>
<pbcoreDateAvailable>
<dateAvailableStart>2007-01-28T00:00:00</dateAvailableStart>
<dateAvailableEnd>2008-05-17T00:00:00</dateAvailableEnd>
</pbcoreDateAvailable>
<pbcoreAnnotation>
<annotation>HD-Upconverted Base</annotation>
</pbcoreAnnotation>
</pbcoreInstantiation>
<pbcoreExtension>
<extension>asset_EpisodeNumber:02405</extension>
<extensionAuthorityUsed>PBS PODS</extensionAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreExtension>
<pbcoreExtension>
<extension>date:2008-10-30T17:30:00</extension>
<extensionAuthorityUsed>http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/date</extensionAuthorityUsed>
</pbcoreExtension>
</PBCoreDescriptionDocument>
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Appendix 4: WNET NAAT 002405 SD Broadcast Master PREMIS File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<premis xmlns="info:lc/xmlns/premis-v2" version="2.0"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="info:lc/xmlns/premis-v2 http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/premis.xsd">
<!-- ================================================================== -->
<object xsi:type="representation" xmlID="bmaster-sd-001">
<objectIdentifier>
<objectIdentifierType>NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme</objectIdentifierType>
<objectIdentifierValue>wnet_NAAT002405_P309132-002_bmaster_v0001.mov</objectIdentifierValue>
</objectIdentifier>
<environment>
<environmentPurpose>create</environmentPurpose>
<environmentNote>The OMNEON server generated three files for the SD broadcast master:
one QuickTime movie file (.mov), one video track (.m2v), and one audio track
(.aiff). The .mov file contains fully-qualified pathname references to the .m2v and
.aiff tracks that were only valid in the OMNEON server environment.</environmentNote>
<environmentExtension>
<creatingApplication>
<creatingApplicationName>Avid Unity Workgroup</creatingApplicationName>
<creatingApplicationVersion>4</creatingApplicationVersion>
</creatingApplication>
<creatingApplication>
<creatingApplicationName>Avid Media Composer REG_SZ</creatingApplicationName>
<creatingApplicationVersion>3.0.5</creatingApplicationVersion>
</creatingApplication>
<creatingApplication>
<creatingApplicationName>Omneon</creatingApplicationName>
<creatingApplicationVersion>4.3 sr2</creatingApplicationVersion>
</creatingApplication>
</environmentExtension>
</environment>
<environment>
<environmentCharacteristic>known to work</environmentCharacteristic>
<environmentPurpose>render</environmentPurpose>
<environmentNote>To render the content in this environment the video track (.m2v) and
audio track (.aiff) must be muxed using QTCoffee. The QuickTime movie file cannot be
used to render the content because the .mov file refers to the .m2v and .aiff tracks
by fully-qualified file names that were only valid in the creating environment. </environmentNote>
<software>
<swName>Apple Macintosh OS X version 10.5.5</swName>
<swType>operating system</swType>
</software>
<software>
<swName>Apple QuickTime Player version 7.5.5</swName>
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<swType>renderer</swType>
</software>
<software>
<swName>QTCoffee 1.2.5</swName>
<swType>muxer</swType>
</software>
<hardware>
<hwName>Intel Core 2 Duo</hwName>
<hwType>processor</hwType>
<hwOtherInformation>2 GB RAM</hwOtherInformation>
</hardware>
</environment>
</object>
<!-- ================================================================== -->
</premis>
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Appendix 5: WNET NAAT 002405 SD Broadcast Master METSRights File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<RightsDeclarationMD xmlns="http://cosimo.stanford.edu/sdr/metsrights/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://cosimo.stanford.edu/sdr/metsrights/ http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd"
RIGHTSCATEGORY="COPYRIGHTED"
OTHERCATEGORYTYPE="Level 2: Multiple owners (2 or more). Multiple owners can either be multiple entities who control the
copyright of the complete asset or multiple owners who control specific elements of the underlying rights or a mix of both
situations.">
<RightsDeclaration>You may not copy, reproduce, republish, disassemble, decompile, reverse
engineer, download, post, broadcast, transmit, make available to the public, or otherwise
use Content without the express written permission of the copyright owners, licensors or the
party accredited as the provider of the Content. It is the researcher's obligation to
contact the rights holder to determine and satisfy copyright or other use restrictions when
publishing or otherwise distributing materials found in the Repository.</RightsDeclaration>
<RightsHolder>
<RightsHolderName>Thirteen/WNET</RightsHolderName>
<RightsHolderContact>
<RightsHolderContactDesignation>Joe Basile</RightsHolderContactDesignation>
<RightsHolderContactAddress>450 West 33rd St</RightsHolderContactAddress>
<RightsHolderContactAddress>New York, NY 10001</RightsHolderContactAddress>
<RightsHolderContactPhone PHONETYPE="BUSINESS">+1-212-560-8888</RightsHolderContactPhone>
<RightsHolderContactEmail>basile@thirteen.org</RightsHolderContactEmail>
</RightsHolderContact>
</RightsHolder>
</RightsDeclarationMD>
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Appendix 6: WGBH TEAMS Database Export to PBCore Mapping by Kara van Malssen (NYU)
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APPENDIX 7: WNET InMagic Database Export to PBCore Mapping: by Kara van Malssen (NYU)
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Appendix 8: MediaInfo (MediaInfoLib - v0.7.7.3) Output to PBCore Mapping: by Kara van Malssen (NYU)
MEDIAINFO – PBCORE MAPPING
NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiipp-ptv/wgbh/FRON/002101:
wgbh_FRON002101_P128399-006_bmaster_v0001.mov
wgbh_FRON002101_P128399-006_bmaster_v0001.aiff
wgbh_FRON002101_P128399-006_bmaster_v0001.m2v
wgbh_FRON002101_pmaster_v0001.mov
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiipp-ptv/wnet/NAAT/002405:
wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.data
wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.mov
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiipp-ptv/wnet/NYVO/000606:
wnet_NYVO000606_bmaster_v0001.mpg
wnet_NYVO000606_pmaster_v0001.mxf
FRON002101 SD-Base Broadcast Master
wgbh_FRON002101_P128399-006_bmaster_v0001.mov
wgbh_FRON002101_P128399-006_bmaster_v0001.aiff
wgbh_FRON002101_P128399-006_bmaster_v0001.m2v
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wgbh/FRON/002101/wgbh_FRON002101_P128399006_bmaster_v0001.mov
******

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreformatID/formatIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreformatID/formatIdentifierSource =
NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/47/60/wgbhFRON002101P128399006bmasterv0001.mov.3
45769332.1212642841
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/47/60
FileName
:
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wgbhFRON002101P128399006bmasterv0001.mov.345769332
FileExtension
: 1212642841
Format
: QuickTime
Format/String
: QuickTime
Format/Info
: Original Apple
specifications
Format/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.htm
l
Format/Extensions
: mov qt
Codec
: QuickTime
Codec/String
: QuickTime
Codec/Info
: Original Apple
specifications
Codec/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.htm
l
Codec/Extensions
: mov qt
FileSize
: 7014826
FileSize/String
: 6.69 MiB
FileSize/String1
: 7 MiB
FileSize/String2
: 6.7 MiB
FileSize/String3
: 6.69 MiB
FileSize/String4
: 6.690 MiB
StreamSize
: 7014826
StreamSize/String
: 6.69 MiB (100%)
StreamSize/String1
: 7 MiB
StreamSize/String2
: 6.7 MiB
StreamSize/String3
: 6.69 MiB
StreamSize/String4
: 6.690 MiB
StreamSize/String5
: 6.69 MiB (100%)
StreamSize_Proportion
: 1.00000

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDigital (should read as MIME type)
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/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wgbh/FRON/002101/wgbh_FRON002101_P128399006_bmaster_v0001.aiff
********
General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
AudioCount
: 1
Audio_Format_List
: PCM
Audio_Format_WithHint_List
: PCM
Audio_Codec_List
: PCM
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/93/82/wgbhFRON002101P128399006bmasterv0001.aiff.
1493301408.1212642801
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/93/82
FileName
:
wgbhFRON002101P128399006bmasterv0001.aiff.1493301408
FileExtension
: 1212642801
Format
: AIFF
Format/String
: AIFF
Format/Info
: Apple/SGI
Format/Extensions
: aiff aifc
Codec
: AIFF
Codec/String
: AIFF
Codec/Info
: Apple/SGI
Codec/Extensions
: aiff aifc
FileSize
: 4035724584
FileSize/String
: 3.76 GiB
FileSize/String1
: 4 GiB
FileSize/String2
: 3.8 GiB
FileSize/String3
: 3.76 GiB
FileSize/String4
: 3.759 GiB

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSo
urce = NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks (+ m2v file “VideoCount”)

pbcoreInstantiation/formatFileSize (+ m2v “FileSize/String4)
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Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
OveralBitRate
OveralBitRate/String
Comment
Video Networks
Audio
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID
Format
Codec
Codec/String
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
Channel(s)
Channel(s)/String
SamplingRate
SamplingRate/String
SamplingCount
Resolution
Resolution/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

7006466
1h 56mn
1h 56mn 46s 466ms
1h 56mn
01:56:46.466
4608000
4608 Kbps
Created by Omneon

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

109
1
Audio
Audio
0
PCM
PCM
PCM
7006466.125
1h 56mn
1h 56mn 46s 466ms
1h 56mn
01:56:46.466
4
4 channel2
48000
48.0 KHz
336310368
24
24 bit3

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackAnnotation

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration
pbcoreInstantiation/formatChannelConfiguration
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackSamplingRate

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackBitDepth
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/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wgbh/FRON/002101/wgbh_FRON002101_P128399006_bmaster_v0001.m2v
*******
General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
VideoCount
: 1
Video_Format_List
: MPEG Video
Video_Format_WithHint_List
: MPEG Video
Video_Codec_List
: MPEG-2 Video
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/39/13/wgbhFRON002101P128399006bmasterv0001.m2v.2218124
89.1212642816
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/39/13
FileName
:
wgbhFRON002101P128399006bmasterv0001.m2v.221812489
FileExtension
: 1212642816
Format
: MPEG Video
Format/String
: MPEG Video
Format/Extensions
: mpgv mpv mp1v m1v mp2v
m2v
Format_Version
: Version 2
Codec
: MPEG Video
Codec/String
: MPEG Video
Codec/Extensions
: mpgv mpv mp1v m1v mp2v
m2v
FileSize
: 7011631409
FileSize/String
: 6.53 GiB
FileSize/String1
: 7 GiB
FileSize/String2
: 6.5 GiB
FileSize/String3
: 6.53 GiB
FileSize/String4
: 6.530 GiB
Duration
: 7006067
Duration/String
: 1h 56mn
Duration/String1
: 1h 56mn 46s 67ms
Duration/String2
: 1h 56mn

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSource =
NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks (+ aiff file “AudioCount”)

pbcoreInstantiation/formatFileSize ( +aiff FileSize/String4)
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Duration/String3
OveralBitRate
OveralBitRate/String

: 01:56:46.067
: 8006353
: 8006 Kbps

Video
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID
Format
Format_Version
Format_Profile
Format_Settings_Matrix
Format_Settings_Matrix/String
Codec
Codec/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

131
1
Video
Video
0
MPEG Video
Version 2
Main@Main
Standard
Standard
MPEG-2V
MPEG-2 Video

Codec/Family
Codec_Profile
Codec_Settings_Matrix
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
BitRate_Nominal
BitRate_Nominal/String
Width
Width/String
Height
Height/String
PixelAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio/String
FrameRate
FrameRate/String
FrameCount
Standard

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

MPEG-V
Main@Main
Default
7006067
1h 56mn
1h 56mn 46s 67ms
1h 56mn
01:56:46.067
CBR
CBR
7682401
7682 Kbps
8000000
8000 Kbps
720
720 pixel3
480
480 pixel3
0.889
1.333
4/3
29.970
29.970 fps3
209972
NTSC

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding (+
Colorimetry)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize (+ Height)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize (+ Width)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackAspectRatio
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackStandard (+ Scan
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Colorimetry
ScanType

: 4:2:0
: Interlaced

ScanType/String
ScanOrder
ScanOrder/String
Interlacement
Interlacement/String
Bits-(Pixel*Frame)

:
:
:
:
:
:

Interlaced
TFF
TFF
TFF
Interlaced_TFF
0.772

Type)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding (+ Codec)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackStandard (+
Standard)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackBitDepth
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FRON002101 Production Master
wgbh_FRON002101_pmaster_v0001.mov
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wgbh/FRON/002101/wgbh_FRON002101_pmaster_v0001.mo
v
*********
General
Count
: 223
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
VideoCount
: 1
AudioCount
: 1
Video_Format_List
: dv5n
Video_Format_WithHint_List
: dv5n
Video_Codec_List
: dv5n
Audio_Format_List
: PCM
Audio_Format_WithHint_List
: PCM
Audio_Codec_List
: PCM
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/40/62/wgbhFRON002101pmaster.mov.1138459497.1213
062550
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/40/62
FileName
:
wgbhFRON002101pmaster.mov.1138459497
FileExtension
: 1213062550
Format
: QuickTime
Format/String
: QuickTime
Format/Info
: Original Apple
specifications
Format/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.ht
ml
Format/Extensions
: mov qt

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifierSource =
NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks (+ AudioCount)
pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks (+ VideoCount)

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDigital (need to read as MIME type)
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Codec
: QuickTime
Codec/String
: QuickTime
Codec/Info
: Original Apple
specifications
Codec/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.ht
ml
Codec/Extensions
: mov qt
FileSize
: 51967268408
FileSize/String
: 48.4 GiB
FileSize/String1
: 48 GiB
FileSize/String2
: 48 GiB
FileSize/String3
: 48.4 GiB
FileSize/String4
: 48.40 GiB
Duration
: 6946195
Duration/String
: 1h 55mn
Duration/String1
: 1h 55mn 46s 195ms
Duration/String2
: 1h 55mn
Duration/String3
: 01:55:46.195
OveralBitRate
: 59851205
OveralBitRate/String
: 59.9 Mbps
StreamSize
: 47916249940
StreamSize/String
: 44.6 GiB (92%)
StreamSize/String1
: 45 GiB
StreamSize/String2
: 45 GiB
StreamSize/String3
: 44.6 GiB
StreamSize/String4
: 44.63 GiB
StreamSize/String5
: 44.6 GiB (92%)
StreamSize_Proportion
: 0.92205
Encoded_Date
: UTC 2006-04-03
15:10:00
Tagged_Date
: UTC 2006-04-03
17:05:54
Video
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String

:
:
:
:

131
1
Video
Video

pbcoreInstantiation/formatFileSize

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDuration
pbcoreInstantiation/formatDataRate

pbcoreInstantiation/dateCreated

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType
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StreamKindID
********

: 0

ID
Format
CodecID
Codec
Codec/String
Codec/CC
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
Width

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Width/String
Height

: 720 pixel3
: 480

Height/String
DisplayAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio/String
FrameRate_Mode
FrameRate_Mode/String
FrameRate
FrameRate/String
FrameRate_Minimum
FrameRate_Minimum/String
FrameRate_Maximum
FrameRate_Maximum/String
FrameCount
Standard
Bits-(Pixel*Frame)
StreamSize
StreamSize/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1
dv5n
dv5n
dv5n
dv5n
dv5n
6946195
1h 55mn
1h 55mn 46s 195ms
1h 55mn
01:55:46.195
CBR
CBR
3129609
3130 Kbps
720

480 pixel3
1.500
1.500
VFR
VFR
29.970
29.970 fps3
8.662
8.662 fps3
29.970
29.970 fps3
208175
NTSC
0.302
2717359744
2.53 GiB (5%)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSo
urce = MediaInfo

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize (+
Height)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize (+
Width)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackAspectRatio

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameRate

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackStandard
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackBitDepth
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StreamSize/String1
StreamSize/String2
StreamSize/String3
StreamSize/String4
StreamSize/String5
StreamSize_Proportion
Encoded_Date
17:05:52
Tagged_Date
17:05:54
Audio
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

3 GiB
2.5 GiB
2.53 GiB
2.531 GiB
2.53 GiB (5%)
0.05229
UTC 2006-04-03

: UTC 2006-04-03

:
:
:
:
:

109
1
Audio
Audio
0

ID
: 3
Format
: PCM
Format_Settings
: Big / Unsigned
Format_Settings_Endianness
: Big
Format_Settings_Sign
: Unsigned
CodecID
: in24
CodecID/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.ht
ml
Codec
: PCM
Codec/String
: PCM
Codec/Family
: PCM
Codec/CC
: in24
Codec_Settings
: Big / Unsigned
Codec_Settings_Endianness
: Big
Codec_Settings_Sign
: Unsigned
Duration
: 6946139
Duration/String
: 1h 55mn
Duration/String1
: 1h 55mn 46s 139ms
Duration/String2
: 1h 55mn

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSo
urce = MediaInfo

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding
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Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
Channel(s)
Channel(s)/String
SamplingRate
SamplingRate/String
SamplingCount

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

01:55:46.139
CBR
CBR
1536000
1536 Kbps
2
2 channel2
48000
48.0 KHz
333414672

Resolution
Resolution/String
StreamSize
StreamSize/String
StreamSize/String1
StreamSize/String2
StreamSize/String3
StreamSize/String4
StreamSize/String5
StreamSize_Proportion
Encoded_Date
17:05:53
Tagged_Date
17:05:54

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

16
16 bit3
1333658724
1.24 GiB (3%)
1 GiB
1.2 GiB
1.24 GiB
1.242 GiB
1.24 GiB (3%)
0.02566
UTC 2006-04-03

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackSamplingRate

: UTC 2006-04-03
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NAAT002405 HD-Base Broadcast Master
wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.mov
wnet_NAAT002405_P309134-002_bmaster_v0001.data
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wnet/NAAT/002405/wnet_NAAT002405_P309134002_bmaster_v0001.mov

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifierSource =
NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
VideoCount
: 1
Video_Format_List
: Odat
Video_Format_WithHint_List
: Odat
Video_Codec_List
: Odat
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/51/30/wnetNAAT002405P309134002v0001.mov.1345345
895.1211297250
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/51/30
FileName
:
wnetNAAT002405P309134002v0001.mov.1345345895
FileExtension
: 1211297250
Format
: QuickTime
Format/String
: QuickTime
Format/Info
: Original Apple
specifications
Format/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.ht
ml
Format/Extensions
: mov qt
Codec
: QuickTime
Codec/String
: QuickTime
Codec/Info
: Original Apple
specifications

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDigital (should read as MIME type)
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Codec/Url
:
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/standalone.ht
ml
Codec/Extensions
: mov qt
FileSize
: 1499036
FileSize/String
: 1.43 MiB
FileSize/String1
: 1 MiB
FileSize/String2
: 1.4 MiB
FileSize/String3
: 1.43 MiB
FileSize/String4
: 1.430 MiB
Duration
: 3409009
Duration/String
: 56mn 49s
Duration/String1
: 56mn 49s 9ms
Duration/String2
: 56mn 49s
Duration/String3
: 00:56:49.009
OveralBitRate
: 3517
OveralBitRate/String
: 3517 bps
Encoded_Date
: UTC 2007-01-23
11:31:43
Tagged_Date
: UTC 2007-01-23
11:31:43
Video
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID
ID
Format
CodecID
Codec
Codec/String
Codec/CC
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

pbcoreInstantiation/dateCreated

131
1
Video
Video
0
1
Odat
Odat
Odat
Odat
Odat
3409009
56mn 49s
56mn 49s 9ms
56mn 49s

67

Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
Width
Width/String
Height
Height/String
FrameRate_Mode
FrameRate_Mode/String
FrameRate
FrameRate/String
FrameCount
StreamSize
StreamSize/String
(1103196%)
StreamSize/String1
StreamSize/String2
StreamSize/String3
StreamSize/String4
StreamSize/String5
(1103196%)
StreamSize_Proportion
Encoded_Date
12:25:26
Tagged_Date
12:25:26

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

00:56:49.009
CBR
CBR
38808472
38.8 Mbps
0
pixel0
0
pixel0
CFR
CFR
29.970
29.970 fps3
102168
16537303872
15.4 GiB

:
:
:
:
:

15 GiB
15 GiB
15.4 GiB
15.40 GiB
15.4 GiB

: 11031.95898
: UTC 2007-01-23
: UTC 2007-01-23
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/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wnet/NAAT/002405/wnet_NAAT002405_P309134002_bmaster_v0001.data
General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
ID
: 1
VideoCount
: 1
AudioCount
: 2
Video_Format_List
: MPEG Video
Video_Format_WithHint_List
: MPEG Video
Video_Codec_List
: MPEG-2 Video
Audio_Format_List
: AC-3 / AC-3
Audio_Format_WithHint_List
: AC-3 / AC-3
Audio_Codec_List
: AC3 / AC3
Audio_Language_List
: en / en
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/58/24/wnetNAAT002405P309134002bmasterv0001.data
.1387826397.1211299287
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/58/24
FileName
:
wnetNAAT002405P309134002bmasterv0001.data.1387826397
FileExtension
: 1211299287
Format
: BDAV
Format/String
: BDAV
Format/Info
: BluRay Video
Format/Extensions
: m2ts
Codec
: BDAV
Codec/String
: BDAV
Codec/Info
: BluRay Video
Codec/Extensions
: m2ts
FileSize
: 16537303872
FileSize/String
: 15.4 GiB

pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks ( + AudioCount)
pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks ( + VideoCount)
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FileSize/String1
FileSize/String2
FileSize/String3
FileSize/String4
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
OveralBitRate
OveralBitRate/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

15 GiB
15 GiB
15.4 GiB
15.40 GiB
3408947
56mn 48s
56mn 48s 947ms
56mn 48s
00:56:48.947
38809178
38.8 Mbps

Video
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID
*********

:
:
:
:
:

131
1
Video
Video
0

ID
ID/String
MenuID
MenuID/String
Format
Format_Version
Format_Profile
Format_Settings_Matrix
Format_Settings_Matrix/String
Codec
Codec/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

49
49 (0x31)
1
1 (0x1)
MPEG Video
Version 2
Main@High
Standard
Standard
MPEG-2V
MPEG-2 Video

Codec/Family
Codec_Profile
Codec_Settings_Matrix
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1

:
:
:
:
:
:

MPEG-V
Main@High
Default
3408947
56mn 48s
56mn 48s 947ms

pbcoreInstantiation/formatFileSize

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDuration
pbcoreInstantiation/formatDataRate

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSour
ce = MediaInfo

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding (+
Colorimetry)

70

Duration/String2
Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
BitRate_Nominal
BitRate_Nominal/String
Width

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

56mn 48s
00:56:48.947
CBR
CBR
36877515
36.9 Mbps
65000000
65.0 Mbps
1920

Width/String
Height

: 1920 pixel3
: 1080

Height/String
PixelAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio/String
FrameRate
FrameRate/String
FrameCount
Colorimetry

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1080 pixel3
1.000
1.778
16/9
29.970
29.970 fps3
102166
4:2:0

ScanType
ScanType/String
ScanOrder
ScanOrder/String
Interlacement
Interlacement/String
Bits-(Pixel*Frame)
Delay
Delay/String
Delay/String1
Delay/String2
Delay/String3

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Interlaced
Interlaced
TFF
TFF
TFF
Interlaced_TFF
1.046
40801167
11h 20mn
11h 20mn 1s 167ms
11h 20mn
11:20:01.167

Audio Config_Text_NumberTag1
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind

: 109
: 2
: Audio

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize
(+Height)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize (+
Width)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackAspectRatio
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding (+
Codec)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackBitDepth

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType
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StreamKind/String
StreamKindID
*************

: Audio
: 0

StreamKindPos
ID
ID/String
MenuID
MenuID/String
Format
Format/Info
Codec
Codec/String
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
Channel(s)
Channel(s)/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1
52
52 (0x34)
1
1 (0x1)
AC-3
Audio Coding 3
AC3
AC3
CBR
CBR
192000
192 Kbps
2
2 channel2

ChannelPositions
ChannelPositions/String2
SamplingRate
SamplingRate/String
Delay
Delay/String
Delay/String1
Delay/String2
Delay/String3
Video_Delay
Video_Delay/String
Video_Delay/String1
Video_Delay/String2
Video_Delay/String3
Video0_Delay
Video0_Delay/String
Video0_Delay/String1
Video0_Delay/String2

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

L R
2/0
48000
48.0 KHz
40801101
11h 20mn
11h 20mn 1s 101ms
11h 20mn
11:20:01.101
-66
-66ms
-66ms
-66ms
-00:00:00.066
-66
-66ms
-66ms
-66ms

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSour
ce = MediaInfo

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/formatChannelConfiguration (+ Audio 1
Channels)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackSamplingRate
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Video0_Delay/String3
Language
Language/String

: -00:00:00.066
: eng
: en

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackLanguage

Audio Config_Text_NumberTag2
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID

:
:
:
:
:

109
2
Audio
Audio
1

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType

StreamKindPos
ID
ID/String
MenuID
MenuID/String
Format
Format/Info
Codec
Codec/String
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
Channel(s)
Channel(s)/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2
55
55 (0x37)
1
1 (0x1)
AC-3
Audio Coding 3
AC3
AC3
CBR
CBR
192000
192 Kbps
2
2 channel2

ChannelPositions
ChannelPositions/String2
SamplingRate
SamplingRate/String
Delay
Delay/String
Delay/String1
Delay/String2
Delay/String3
Video_Delay
Video_Delay/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

L R
2/0
48000
48.0 KHz
40801051
11h 20mn
11h 20mn 1s 51ms
11h 20mn
11:20:01.051
-116
-116ms

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSour
ce = MediaInfo

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/formatChannelConfiguration (+ Audio 0
Channel(s)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackSamplingRate

73

Video_Delay/String1
Video_Delay/String2
Video_Delay/String3
Video0_Delay
Video0_Delay/String
Video0_Delay/String1
Video0_Delay/String2
Video0_Delay/String3
Language
Language/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

-116ms
-116ms
-00:00:00.116
-116
-116ms
-116ms
-116ms
-00:00:00.116
eng
en

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackLanguage

74

NYVO000606 Broadcast Master
wnet_NYVO000606_bmaster_v0001.mpg
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wnet/NYVO/000606/wnet_NYVO000606_bmaster_v0001.mp
g

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifierSource =
NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
VideoCount
: 1
AudioCount
: 1
Video_Format_List
: MPEG Video
Video_Format_WithHint_List
: MPEG Video
Video_Codec_List
: MPEG-2 Video
Audio_Format_List
: MPEG Audio
Audio_Format_WithHint_List
: MPEG Audio
Audio_Codec_List
: MPEG-1 Audio layer
2
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/59/11/wnetNYVO000606bmasterv0001.mpg.1459419119
.1212549803
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/59/11
FileName
:
wnetNYVO000606bmasterv0001.mpg.1459419119
FileExtension
: 1212549803
Format
: MPEG-PS
Format/String
: MPEG-PS
Codec
: MPEG-PS
Codec/String
: MPEG-PS
FileSize
: 1369516036
FileSize/String
: 1.28 GiB
FileSize/String1
: 1 GiB
FileSize/String2
: 1.3 GiB

pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks (+AudioCount)
pbcoreInstantiation/formatTracks (+VideoCount)

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDigital (should read as MIME type)
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FileSize/String3
FileSize/String4
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
OveralBitRate
OveralBitRate/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1.28 GiB
1.275 GiB
1731024
28mn 51s
28mn 51s 24ms
28mn 51s
00:28:51.024
6329275
6329 Kbps

Video
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID

:
:
:
:
:

131
1
Video
Video
0

ID
Format
Format_Version
Format_Profile
Format_Settings_Matrix
Format_Settings_Matrix/String
Codec
Codec/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

E0
MPEG Video
Version 2
Main@Main
Standard
Standard
MPEG-2V
MPEG-2 Video

Codec/Family
Codec_Profile
Codec_Settings_Matrix
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

MPEG-V
Main@Main
Default
1730895
28mn 50s
28mn 50s 895ms
28mn 50s
00:28:50.895
CBR
CBR
5634023
5634 Kbps

pbcoreInstantiation/formatFileSize

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDuration
pbcoreInstantiation/formatDataRate

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSo
urce = MediaInfo

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding (+
Colorimetry)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration
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BitRate_Nominal
BitRate_Nominal/String
Width

: 6000000
: 6000 Kbps
: 720

Width/String
Height
Height/String
PixelAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio
DisplayAspectRatio/String
FrameRate
FrameRate/String
FrameCount
Standard
Colorimetry

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

ScanType

: Interlaced

ScanType/String
ScanOrder
ScanOrder/String
Interlacement
Interlacement/String
Bits-(Pixel*Frame)
Delay
Delay/String
Delay/String1
Delay/String2
Delay/String3

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Interlaced
TFF
TFF
TFF
Interlaced_TFF
0.579
280
280ms
280ms
280ms
00:00:00.280

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackBitDepth

Audio
Count
StreamCount
StreamKind
StreamKind/String
StreamKindID

:
:
:
:
:

109
1
Audio
Audio
0

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackType

ID

: C0

720 pixel3
480
480 pixel3
0.889
1.333
4/3
29.970
29.970 fps3
51875
NTSC
4:2:0

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameSize (+
Height)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrack (+ Width)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackAspectRatio
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackFrameRate
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackStandard
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding (+
Codec)
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackStandard (+
Standard)

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackIdentifierSo
urce = MediaInfo
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Format
Format_Version
Format_Profile
Codec
Codec/String
2
Duration
Duration/String
Duration/String1
Duration/String2
Duration/String3
BitRate_Mode
BitRate_Mode/String
BitRate
BitRate/String
Channel(s)
Channel(s)/String
SamplingRate
SamplingRate/String
SamplingCount
Resolution
Resolution/String
Delay
Delay/String
Delay/String1
Delay/String2
Delay/String3
Video_Delay
Video_Delay/String
Video_Delay/String1
Video_Delay/String2
Video_Delay/String3
Video0_Delay
Video0_Delay/String
Video0_Delay/String1
Video0_Delay/String2
Video0_Delay/String3

:
:
:
:
:

MPEG Audio
Version 1
Layer 2
MPA1L2
MPEG-1 Audio layer

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1731024
28mn 51s
28mn 51s 24ms
28mn 51s
00:28:51.024
CBR
CBR
256000
256 Kbps
2
2 channel2
48000
48.0 KHz
83089152
16
16 bit3
213
213ms
213ms
213ms
00:00:00.213
-67
-67ms
-67ms
-67ms
-00:00:00.067
-67
-67ms
-67ms
-67ms
-00:00:00.067

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackEncoding

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDuration

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackDataRate
pbcoreInstantiation/formatChannelConfiguration
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackSamplingRate

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreEssenceTrack/essenceTrackBitDepth
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NYVO000606 Production Master
wnet_NYVO000606_pmaster_v0001.mxf
/NDIIPP/home/ptv.ndiippptv/wnet/NYVO/000606/wnet_NYVO000606_pmaster_v0001.mx
f

pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdentifier
pbcoreInstantiation/pbcoreFormatID/formatIdenfitierSource =
NDIIPP:PDPTV repository naming scheme

General
Count
: 222
StreamCount
: 1
StreamKind
: General
StreamKind/String
: General
StreamKindID
: 0
CompleteName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srbvault/58/23/wnetNYVO000606pmasterv0001.mxf.2107187896
.1212549808
FolderName
:
/content/prod/process/pdptv/srb-vault/58/23
FileName
:
wnetNYVO000606pmasterv0001.mxf.2107187896
FileExtension
: 1212549808
Format
: MXF
Format/String
: MXF
Format/Extensions
: mxf
Codec
: MXF
Codec/String
: MXF
Codec/Extensions
: mxf
FileSize
: 14139393536
FileSize/String
: 13.2 GiB
FileSize/String1
: 13 GiB
FileSize/String2
: 13 GiB
FileSize/String3
: 13.2 GiB
FileSize/String4
: 13.17 GiB
StreamSize
: 14139393536
StreamSize/String
: 13.2 GiB (100%)
StreamSize/String1
: 13 GiB

pbcoreInstantiation/formatDigital (should read as MIME type)

pbcoreInstantiation/formatFileSize
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StreamSize/String2
StreamSize/String3
StreamSize/String4
StreamSize/String5
StreamSize_Proportion

:
:
:
:
:

13 GiB
13.2 GiB
13.17 GiB
13.2 GiB (100%)
1.00000
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Appendix 9: Rights Holder Database User Requirements
by Kara van Malssen (NYU)
Rights Holder Database
PDPTV Repository User Requirements
Submitters/customers: Producing stations WNET, WGBH. Even though PBS submits
program content, they do not hold copyright to any program. PBS distribution rights (as
of the date of submission) will be captured in PBCore.
Requirements: For the PDPTV model repository, submitters are also the customers, as well
as the only users with permission to retrieve (their own) content. Because of this, and
because the repository is "dark," the submitters/customers feel the rights metadata does
not need to be very complex or granular. WGBH and WNET have determined that, when
necessary, they will consult sources outside of the repository to find detailed information
about a program’s rights. For the purposes of the prototype repository, they have
agreed that the METS RightsDeclarationMD Extension Schema
(http://www.loc.gov/standards/rights/METSRights.xsd) is sufficient for capturing the
required metadata, and should be implemented as follows:
Only one METSRights record is required per program (AIP), regardless of the number of
instantiations (essence files).
•

RIGHTSCATEGORY: One of "Copyrighted" or "Public Domain" will be indicated.

•

OTHERCATEGORYTYPE: WNET and WGBH have agreed to use this attribute to
contain information relating to the level of rights encumbrance for the program.
The NDIIPP:PDPTV Copyright Working Group has developed a controlled
vocabulary to express these levels, as no suitable vocabulary was found to exist:
o Level 1: Only 1 copyright owner interest in material. All rights controlled by
a single owner within the public television system.
o Level 2: Multiple owners (2 or more). Multiple owners can either be
multiple entities who control the copyright of the complete asset or
multiple owners who control specific elements of the underlying rights or a
mix of both situations.
o Level 3: Licensed
o Level X: Restricted footage due to sensitivity or exclusivity of the material.

•

RightsDeclaration: For all programs, should read, “You may not copy, reproduce,
republish, disassemble, decompile, reverse engineer, download, post, broadcast,
transmit, make available to the public, or otherwise use Content without the
express written permission of the copyright owners, licensors or the party
accredited as the provider of the Content. It is the researcher's obligation to
contact the rights holder to determine and satisfy copyright or other use
restrictions when publishing or otherwise distributing materials found in the
Repository.”

•

RightsHolder: Will be the submitting institution. RightsHolderContact will contain
the name and contact information of a designated individual or group at the
station that can provide more detail about program rights. The contact
information should not be for the main station number, as calls are often fielded
incorrectly.
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•

Context/Users/Permissions: The submitters have agreed on permission and use for
content in the model repository, however, they feel that METRights does not offer
a sufficient mechanism to document this information, and thus these elements
should not be used. Use of the content should be defined by means of a welldocumented policy. For the currently implemented repository, all submitters,
including PBS, can retrieve only the content they deposited. Users also require
that a protocol is developed for adding/updating content, as well as removing
when legally necessary.

•

Submitters also require that the date the content was submitted to the repository
should be tracked and made available upon retrieval.

Rights metadata submission: Producing stations will submit rights holder metadata
according to the above requirements. Submitters prefer to provide the data via an
online form (possibly XForms) or other database interface, with controlled vocabulary
(drop downs or pick lists) built in. It is up to the submitter to provide accurate information
that will direct inquires through the appropriate clearance workflow at the station.
Use: Users would access content from the repository if the content has been lost locally.
They are primarily concerned with getting back what they put in. The users anticipate
that their main use of the rights metadata in the dark repository will be as a starting point
for gaining a basic understanding of what level of encumbrance is associated with a
specific program and the appropriate way to initiate contact to gain further information
about the rights.
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Appendix 10: NDIIPP Partner Dissemination Information Package (DIP) Requirements
October 2008
by Kathleen Maguire (NYU), Kara van Malssen (NYU)
To determine what needs and requirements public broadcasting entities have for the
dissemination information package (DIP) delivered from the NYU PDPTV repository back
to them, conversations were conducted with multiple interested organizations. These
organizations included NDIIPP project partners PBS, WGBH, and WNET. In addition,
American Public Television (APT), a distributor that provides packages to various public
television stations through satellite feed, syndication, and premium services, and Twin
Cities Public Television, a public broadcaster out of Minnesota, were consulted.
As participants in the NDIIPP project, PBS, WGBH, and WNET’s input was based primarily
on the repository as it is currently implemented, although each organization did provide
insight into how they pictured a ‘vision’ repository to function. Conversations with APT
and TCPT focused primarily on the vision side, however portions of those discussion were
relevant to the current repository structure and brought up additional concerns not
raised by the partners.
The same questions were presented to each organization:
1. How will you be using the content you receive from the repository? What different
uses can you think of?
2. What essence (video) files would you like from the repository? Do you have
format requirements?
3. How do you want to find content? How do you want to interact with the
content? Download only? Do you want to check out file-y-ile or an entire
package?
4. What metadata is important to you? Using PBCore as a guide, what elements
are most important to you? Is there anything that is not captured in PBCore that
you would need?
5. What rights data is important to you? Is that rights information available
programmatically?
6. Do you want to curate your content in the repository?
Primary Use:
All three-partner institutions envisage their primary use of the repository as pulling their
own materials. WGBH expected to pull their materials for the following uses: rebroadcast,
reuse for new productions, and educational uses such as teachers using materials in
classroom projects and providing researchers and scholars with access.
Beyond pulling and accessing materials, PBS saw value in the aggregated metadata
that is stored in the AIP. Combining information from a variety of sources (PBCore, MODS,
Premis, METSRights, original internal databases), PBS expected this data could be a useful
tool provided by the repository that they would otherwise not have access to. PBS would
be interested in pulling this data, independent of any program essence.
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Essence / Video Format:
PBS, WNET, and WGBH agree that the essence files delivered from the repository should
be the same as the files they provide to the repository. PBS explained that it is the
responsibility of the submitter to maintain the capacity to playback the file formats they
submit to the repository.
PBS also thought they may have use for codecs that may be contained in the AIP and
would want the option to pull those from the repository.
WGBH pointed out that they did not expect to require the broadcast master in the DIP.
The broadcaster explained broadcast masters have irrelevant credits that would have to
be changed for rebroadcast. Broadcast masters also include closed captioning, which
producers would not want included in content when being reused.
Although WNET agreed that the broadcast master would not be the most useful file, they
could see it as necessary in rare cases. Also, though the network is able to ingest most
formats, they currently are unable to playback IMX-50 files. For DIP’s that include this file
type, WNET would need a player included in the package. Apple-based DVC PRO-50 is
WNET’s preferred format for SD production masters.
Information Discovery:
PBS, WGBH and WNET would be comfortable using the SRB interface and commands to
discover content. PBS points out that it is important that the hierarchy and the structure
of the files within the system must be clearly defined and rigidly adhered to. WGBH finds
the currently proposed directory structure to be acceptable for browsing.
PBS would expect that content would be discovered mainly through the NOLA code
and the package ID.
Both TCPT and APT noted that they also expected the NOLA code and package ID as
being key to information discovery. APT mentioned that the NOLA code is important to
allowing interoperability amongst public broadcasters, as well as outside entities such as
itself. TCPT qualified this focus on the NOLA code by noting that, while it is important,
they would not want the discovery system to rely on it entirely.
Pulling Content from the Repository:
When the question of whether they would like to pull content file-by-file or as a complete
package was posed, each broadcaster expressed the need for various options.
PBS wants the option to chose what files they pull. WGBH would want the option of
pulling metadata only or essence and metadata. They also identified that, in the event
of a disaster they would want to be able to pull out everything originally submitted in the
SIP. This level of pulling would require access to materials that are not a part of the
standard DIP (for example, their original TEAMS database XML output).
WNET identified four potential DIP package configurations that they would want the
option of pulling: PBCore metadata only, production master and essence, broadcast
master and essence, and the entire package.
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Metadata and PBCore:
Within the AIP packages, metadata from a variety of sources and data structures is
collected. Overall, the partners did not expect the PBCore metadata to sufficiently serve
their metadata requirements.
PBS, who submit “consumer level” metadata in PODS, would be interested in any value
added metadata, in particular rights metadata and technical metadata.
WNET’s requirements for broadcast metadata go far beyond the PBCore v1.1 structure.
The fields they use are; media id, timecode that identifies first frame of actual program
(not including bars/ tones etc.), duration, technical metadata that includes format
information, creation hardware info and playback requirements, NOLA code and
package id for national distributed programs, segment information with timecode and
description of the segment (found in the timings tab in protrack), description of tracks
(track 1= audio, track 2=video).
Beyond this WNET would want the file naming that they use in house, which would likely
not conform to other institutions, used. They would want the repository to have complete
metadata and would like also to be able to pull subsets. They think the customer should
have the ability to select what metadata they want to pull with any specific file.
WGBH prioritizes title (series, episode), identifier (includes episode #), PODS description,
PODS subject heading, formats as submitted, frame rate, scan lines, aspect ratio, date of
broadcast, date of creation, submitter info, information that the identifies if content has
been edited/censored, and technical metadata about forward migration.
APT found PBCore to be sufficient. They recognize the NOLA code, title, and identifier as
very important. APT also feels that genre is one of the most important fields, but express
concern that the genre lists used throughout public broadcasting are not uniform, which
may cause problems with the metadata. Additionally, they feel original offer date,
contract start and stop dates, program description, identification of additional materials
and the run time of the program as being very important.
TCPT does not feel PBCore is adequate for their current needs: they need segment info,
which PBCore does not capture well enough, (time code for start and finish segment and
keywords) – the info they have of this type would not fit into PBCore. Their info is based
on PROTRACK and uses 2-3 extended fields and an external segment database, which is
mainly for online use.
Rights Metadata:
PBS feels all rights metadata is important, but also acknowledges that it is not available
on a program basis.
WNET wants the repository to include more than just the basic rights information. They
would want the broadcast and on demand rights to be updated. They feel the rights as
submitted may not be incredibly useful. They also feel the rights metadata should be
connected to the asset, for example, rights x relate to instantiation A, rights y relate to
instantiation B and so on.
APT would want to know a summary of the rights information, rights holder contact
information, and the nature of the distribution rights. APT notes this should be done using
a ‘”familiar language” such as that used in PODS.
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TCPT would want to know what they could use an item for. If only given the rights holder
contact info the producer would likely not want to make the effort to contact them.
Content Curation:
All interviewee’s agreed that some level of customer curation is necessary in the
repository. PBS, WGBH and TCPT would all want the ability to add, remove, and update
content, as well as change metadata.
PBS did not come to a consensus on their interest in curating files, but noted that they
would want to have the capacity to add and remove files as needed. They thought it
was important to have a standard protocol for doing this.
WGBH wants the ability to accession and de-accession content; update, forward
migrate, and make other content changes; and submit updated metadata.
APT had little concern with content curation, but noted that the rights periods on their
content changes, which should be reflected in the repository. APT also would want
programs, for which the distribution rights had expired, to remain included in the
repository. It felt this could potentially give new life to the program.
TCPT would want to update, add and get things back.
Vision Repository:
As a distributor, APT saw the user interface as being “cross institutional” and analogous of
“going to the reading room at the library.” This analogy references the potential, through
the repository, for broadcasters to have deeper access to the content, including easy
discovery and screenings of the full work. To facilitate this, APT would like access to
proxies, preferably full-screen and DVD quality as necessary; however, they would also
want to ensure that the proxies would be ‘screener’ quality and not the fully packaged,
high-resolution version of content.
TCPT expects that their primary use for the repository would be to recover content that
had been lost locally. It sees little value in allowing the repository to function cross
institutionally “unless there was a financial need.” TCPT does see value in putting source
footage into the repository, but are uncertain if this value would outweigh the cost that
providing such content would accrue. TCPT would want proxies for browsing, and
doesn’t see a need for broadcast masters. They would likely be looking for HD content.
They would want to search for people in the show and their roles, so this would need to
be separate from other info.
PBS’s vision included communication between the repository and its customers regarding
migration to ensure that all forward migration remained compatible with the customers’
facilities. They may want to see a registry that assigned identifiers to submitters. They
would also want a defined protocol for adding / updating / and removing content from
the repository.
WNET and WGBH both offered more extensive views of a vision repository, which
included more content, ease of use, and interaction between types of content.
WNET’S vision first would include a clear migration plan with a communication strategy
between the repository and the station. As the station migrated to new broadcast
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software, the repository would be made aware and would also forward migrate (this is
the opposite of PBS’s concern).
For content discovery, WNET would like to eventually have the ability to do full text
searches on the closed captioning XML. They also see the need to deal with programs
that do not use the NOLA code.
In regards to users, WNET envisions a submission registration ID assigned to anyone who
wants to submit so that use and users can be easily tracked.
For rights, WNET would like to see a fluid rights management system with constant update
capability. They would also like to see pointers from a file to a scanned rights document
(such as the contract).
In WGBH’s vision ancillary materials, such as closed captioning and transcripts, would be
DIP options, as would codecs and decoding. Like WNET, WGBH sees value in a migration
plan for the vision repository, and would want this done through service level
agreements. Possible levels include: migration by the content owner, migration by the
repository, or a combination of these two options where the content owner updates
items they pull and submit a new copy, while the repository migrates everything else
systematically with input from the customer.
WGBH envisions similar service level agreements for file formats. However, they feel this
could be a tricky area. They are uncertain who would be best charged to define what
the chosen formats would be. If the repository defined formats it could be problematic.
There is the potential that a submitter would not have the funding to forward migrate
their files; they may also not have the ability to submit files in the defined formats. File
formats would have to be agreed upon through the PTV production side and involve
input from multiple submitters and users. An option would be for a submitter to submit a
program in whatever file format they would like but also take on all responsibility for
forward migration if the materials are not in the defined formats.
WGBH would also support the capacity for the repository to open individual broadcasters
programs to the entire public broadcasting system. For example, if WGBH wanted a
regional pledge special of a particular program, PBS could direct them to the repository.
This, however, would require a search engine to run queries.
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